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SENSES is the hottest nightclub in Memphis, second to none. Resident and world renowned quest djs spinning a blend of the

latest in dance music fromaround the globe. Whether you are relaxing with a glass of fine wine in the Martini Lounge, sipping

your favorite cocktail in the Orange Bar, or mingling with a new found friend on the Dance floor, truly an atmosphere to
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Anp Our Point Is — Eorroriar

So, you like the magazine, but you‘re not really gay or les—

bian, bisexual or transgender. That‘s fine. That‘s why we have

the word "friends" in the title of our publication.

"Friends" are our friends, relatives, co—workers and business

associates; friends are those people we do business with and

who appreciate our business; friends are supportive of our right

to love who we want, regardless if the object of our affection is

of the same sex or not.

Another name for our friends is "gay—friendly." Perhaps to end

the "are you gay/lesbian" look or comments, just say you are not

"gay/lesbian" but are "gay—friendly."

For our gay—friendly readers, here are a few tidbits of infor—

mation you may find useful as our Memphis GLBT community

continues to grow and our two worlds slowly entertwine. Please

note that, unfortunately, trying to define the people in our com—

munity is not an easy task and, once you think you have it fig—

ured out, someone comes along to remind you that you don‘t

have it all figured out. So, please know that the following is only

an attempt to begin explaining our community.

Sexuality is a complex thing. It is not as simple as the stereo—

typical husband—wife dichotomy. Gay/lesbian relationships, in

most cases, do not replicate the heterosexual dichotomy with a

"husband" and a "wife," with each partner assuming those het—

erosexual stereotypes and titles.

Actually, those stereotypes are something the producers of

1950s and 1960s television sitcoms came up with and we are

sure that even our "friends" would acknowledge that the Nelsons

and the Brady Bunch are not reality TV.

Now, this is where it can get very complicated. Gender is

another thing altogether different from sexuality. Gender and

sexuality are two different issues in each and every one of

us. Gender is the way a person identifies in this world.

However, sometimes a person born one gender (i.e.,male)

may experience severe problems and uncomfortableness

with that gender (i.e.,being male), and wish to take any num—

ber of steps to live as the opposite sex (i.e., female). Those

steps range from merely dressing in the clothing of the oppo—

site sex to the other end of the scale by having a series of

operations to make their body biologically match that of the

gender they so desire to be and feel they are.

Who are the ‘friends‘ in Family&Frml?

the amateur on stage during talent night to the professional with
many admiring fans who travel all over to see them perform.
Some female impersonators even participate in pageants, which
can range from "dead—end" pageants (where the winner carries
a title but competes no more) to a "national" crown, where pag—
eants or "preliminaries" are held across the country throughoutthe year, culminating in a national pageant and title.
one of our many gay clubs. Fact is, that is not something all that
new. We understand that In the day, more straights or hetero—
sexuals packed out George‘s, a legendary, now—gone club in
Memphis, on certain show nights than the gay, lesbian, bisexual

  

Here comes the really complicated part. Again, gender andsexuality are two different issues within the same person. Youwill find as many heterosexual as homosexual individuals deal—ing with changing their bodies to look like the opposite sex, orbeing transgendered. And most will continue with the same sex—ual orientation during and after any and all transitioning.One tip we offer is to address a transgender person in thepronoun of how they are presenting themselves to the public.For instance, a female impersonator may be "she" on stage andin her female attire, but when dressed as male in the everydayworld, they should be addressed as "he," unless they direct youotherwise. However, some transgendered individuals may pres— '
ent themselves all the time in the gender they want to transition
to, thus they would always be addressed as "he" as in the case |
of a female to—male transexual.

It should be noted that, during the past several decades, I

women, regardless of sexual orientation, have worn pants and

other clothing once considered male only. Why do they do so?

Perhaps for many reasons, the least of which is It is just more I

comfortable, that‘s all. In the majority of women, wanting to be l

male has nothing to do with it.
However, often males in our community who wish to dress as

females have great difficulty in being accepted in their day—to—

day life when they wear female attire, in part or whole, and pres—

ent themselves as female.
Now, how about our female impersonators? They range from

Perhaps you have thought about going to a "drag show" at

 

See And Your Point Is .... page 24
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By PATRICIA PAIR, publisher

, Literature written by and about lesbians seems to have

exploded much like a beer can that has been dropped

prior to being opened. Meaning, it took a little shaking up

before erupting and spilling forth.

The initial catalyst in this explosion

was none other than Rita Mae Brown,

a name very familiar to lesbians in the

30— to 40—something crowd. You see,

in 1973, she published her first novel,

Rubyfruit Jungle, a sort of autobio—

graphical story of coming out as a

teenager, which practically became

the textbook for lesbianism 101 when

we were coming out. Still in print, I

would suppose it continues to nudge

young lesbians out to this day.

On Thursday, April 15, at 6 p.m. les—

bians in the Greater Memphis area will

get a special treat. Brown will sign

copies of her latest release, Whisker

of Evil, at Davis—Kidd Booksellers,

located in the Laurelwood Shopping

Center, 387 Perkins Extended.

Born Nov. 28, 1944, in Hanover,

Penn., Brown, now 59, grew up in Florida

and today lives outside Charlottesville,

Va., in Afton, located in Nelson County.

While a high school student in Fort

Lauderdale, Fla., Brown began to

experiment sexually with both boys and

girls. At the age of 16, her girlfriend‘s

father found some of her love letters, which

led to Brown‘s dismissal from the student council.

In the 1960s, Brown was part of the civil rights movement

and the anti—war movement. She helped to create both the

women‘s movement and the Student Homophile League

while at New York University, the first gay group on any cam—

pus in the United States. And, she was, as she puts it, "one

of two women, I expect," involved in the Stonewall Riots.

She holds a degree in classics and English from NYU

and a doctorate in political science from the Institute For

Policy Studies in Washington, D.C. Although a novelist,

Brown also has published several books of poems, written

numerous screenplays and has been nominated for

Emmy awards.

There have been two loves of her life, an actress and a

cat named Baby Jesus.

Brown‘s writing partner on a number of Mrs. Murphy mys—

teries is her tiger cat, Sneaky Pie Brown. Born somewhere

— Brown with Sneak

  
  

  

 

RitaMaeBrnwnleshlanwhn stanellnéll to signbooksinMemphis
in Albermarle County, Va., Sneaky Pie was discovered byBrown at her local SPCA. They have collaborated on 11 pre—vious books in the mystery series: Wish You Were Here;Rest In Pieces; Murder at Monticello; Pay Dirt; Murder, SheMeowed; Murder on the Prowl; Cat on the Scent; PawingThrough the Past; Claws and Effect;Catch As Cat Can, and The Tail of theTip—Off, in addition to Sneaky Pie‘sCookbook for Mystery Lovers.For those who‘ve read Brown‘sSudden Death, it seems the beginningof the idea of writing a book with afeline. In the book, which is looselybased on Brown‘s relationship withnow out tennis star MartinaNavratilova, playfully one of the char—acters (a writer whom we assume isBrown) often jokes about her cat writ—ing such novels as, Catastrophe and a

murder mystery entitled Category.we The mention of Sudden Deatha We brings us to the subject of Brown‘sP 3 lovers, one of which was Navratilova.But, the self—proclaimed love ofBrown‘s life was actress Fannie Flagg.
Although Flagg, for whatever reasons,denies this, Brown confirms the rela—tionship in her biography, Rita Will:
Memoir of a Literary Rabble—Rouser.Blase DiStefano, in his award—winning1997—1998 interview of Brown, wrote,"While in Hollywood, Rita Mae went to aparty hosted by Marlo Thomas to supportthe Equal Rights Amendment. It was thereshe met Fannie Flagg, a ‘60s comedian and later the authorof Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Cafe. She fell

in love with her ‘at first sight."According to another source, Megan Dixon, while a stu—dent at Chilhowie High School in Chilhowie, Va., Brown"moved to Charlottesville, Va., in 1978, where she shareda house with actress Fannie Flagg for some time."Ironically, Brown will sign copies of Whisker of Evil inthe same book store where Flagg signed copies of hernovel, Standing In The Rainbow, about a year ago.Thirty—one years ago construction on the road leadingto the genre of lesbian literature first began with the pub—
lication of Rubyfruit Jungle."Rubyfruit Jungle brought me notoriety," Brown wrote inRita Will, "a ton of hate mail; numerous threats on my life,

See Lesbian Literature, page 52
Apric 2004 FAMILY & friends 7
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Wilkerson, Archer elected MLGCJ co—chairs

Organization‘s founder, Jim Maynard, turns over reigns

By ANITA MOYT, managing editor

The Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for Justice (MLGCJY)

elected new officers March 20. Gary Wilkerson and Shelia

Archer are now co—chairs and Kent Hamson was elected the

organization‘s treasurer.

This new board signals the first steps of Jim

Maynard, who founded the group in 1998, and has

held the position of co—chair since that time, to step

back from the reigns of this Memphis gay, lesbian,

bisexual and transgender civil rights organization.

"I have been co—chair of MLGCJ since its found—

ing in 1998," Maynard wrote in a press release.

"Over the past five years MLGCJ has accomplished

many great things for our community, including meet—

ing with Mayor Herenton to discuss our issues;

beginning a campaign for a city human rights ordi—

nance; sending questionnaires to all city and county

candidates (in various elections throughout the

years) and publishing their positions on GLBT issues

(on our website); meeting with local media to

improve media coverage of our community, and

defending GLBT civil rights in newspapers and on TV

and radio programs.

"I wish Gary and Shelia best wishes and my sup—

port," Maynard concluded. "I hope the community will

join me in helping them lead MLGCJ and (moving) the

 

 

Gary Wilkerson

 

Shelia Archer

Memphis (GLBT) community forward as we take on the growing

challenges to our civil rights."

"I feel very good about it," Wilkerson told Family & Friends in

a telephone interview. "I think we can take the coalition and do

something that can benefit our community both locally and

statewide. The plans Shelia and I have for the coalition include

making it more of an educational organization to help the mem—

bers of our community to become knowledgeable of

the laws that exist that impact them; the legislation

that is pending that can impact them, and how they

can make a difference.

"The coalition will continue to stage townhall

meetings, debates and protests, where appropriate,"

he added. "We will continue to use a non—violent

approach; more can be accomplished through a non—

violent setting."

Knowing that letting go of an organization he

founded had to be hard, Maynard offered to go a

little deeper about his turning over MLGCJ to the

new officers.

"I have mixed feelings about it," Maynard

answered. "I see a lot of things that need to be

accomplished, such as a nondiscrimination ordi—

nance in the city; county domestic partner registry.

It‘s been a struggle to keep (MLGCJY) together for the

past five years. Only a few kept it going, just like

See MLGCJ, page 51

Mclean, Union site of Saturday protests for gay rights

By ANITA MOYT, managing editor

At noon on each Saturday on the corner of McLean and

Union in Midtown, you just might see some faces you know hold—

ing placards and flags in an attempt to raise awareness of gay

rights issues, including the quest for marriage/civil unions.

An average of 12 to 20 people have joined in the silent

protest each week since early March. Passing motorists honk

their horns, smile and wave, showing their support for gay and

lesbian civil rights.

"I went to one of them (protests)," Gary Wilkerson, newly—

elected Co—Chair of the Memphis Lesbian and Gay Coalition

for Justice (MLGCJ), one of the organizations responsible for

the weekly protest, told Family & Friends. "At this time, those

(protests) are planned to continue, drawing people out, which

is positive. Very positive. I never saw anything negative come

from the (silent protest) the time | was there."

The protest occurs on the sidewalk. However, protesters

park their vehicles in the adjacent Walgreens parking lot.

"I would like to thank Walgreens," Wilkerson said. "They have

never issued a complaint for us parking our cars in their parking lot.

"I am actually very surprised," he continued. "even the

Memphis police officers driving by have been acknowledging

the protesters and waving to them."

"The protest was not a structured protest," Jim Maynard,

founder and former co—chair of MLGCJ told Family & Friends. "It

was ad hoc with people doing it and we joined in. I‘ll still be

involved in the protests each week."

The public is invited to join in each Saturday, beginning at

noon. Just bring a smile and a wave.
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Family & Friends extends our prayers and positive thoughts to

Triangle Journal News co—editor JOHN STILLWELL, who report—

edly suffered a stroke in March, and to his partner, ALLEN COOK.

According to a story in the Washington Post, April 1,

MICHAEL JACKSON, has extended his services to the global

fight against HIV/AIDS. He reportedly met with several con—

gressmen and officials from several African countries in

Washington, D.C., on March 30—31. However, there is some

question as to whether Jackson can even travel to Africa, con—

sidering his pending trail in California.

Word has it that SHOWTIME will soon follow up "Queer As

Folk" episodes with "MOVIES FOR GUYS WHO LIKE GUYS."

Possibly hosted by STEVE KMETKO, along with three others on

a panel who will make comments during breaks on the featured

gay—theme or icon film being aired.

And, more than a rumor has it that VH1 is producing a game

show called "GAYDAR." A three—person panel of celebrities will

interact with three contestants, who have the quest of determin—

ing whether each of the celebrities is gay or straight.

GAY DAYS DISNEY is set for June 1—7 at DISNEY WORLD

in Orlando, Fla. For lots of information on this annual unofficial

event, go online to gaydays.com.

Family & Friends would like to apologize for some apparent mis—

information we received from the executive director of GAY DAYAT

DOLLYWOOD. Both the email and phone number provided, as

published in the March issue of Family & Friends, are now invalid.

All we know is May 22 was the date set for the unofficial event.

Your Family is in

good hands with

Allstate.

\_ Home

* Auto

* Life

* Business

 

  

TIM MANESS

Sales Associate
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Memphis, TN 38134

s phone: 901.372.3500

Youre in good Mends fax: 901.383.1099

24—Hour Customer Service

__

claims: 800.386.6126
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According to the March 18 issue of the San Francisco

Chronicle, "DAVID PASQUARELLI, an AIDS activist who

believed that HIV was not the cause of AIDS and opposed

increases in federal AIDS funding, died March 8 from complica—

tions of HIV infections. He was 36 and a member of ACT—UP/San

Francisco, which used confrontational forms of protest."

FRIENDS FOR LIFE CORPORATION netted approximately

$45,000 for its many programs at its annual FABULOUS FEB—

RUARY CONCERT held Feb. 29. This year the event was a trib—

ute to music‘s royalty: Nat KING Cole, COUNT Basie, DUKE

Ellington and the QUEEN of Soul, Aretha Franklin

CHRISSY GEPHARDT has reportedly joined both the Gay &

Lesbian Victory Fund and Leadership Institute board of directors

and The National Stonewall Democrats as director of its

Grassroots Campaign Corps. Chrissy formerly worked for her

father, Dick Gephardt, as LGBT outreach director during his

Presidential 2004 campaign.

In Mississippi: On March 16, GULFPORT PORT‘s council

passed a resolution supporting President Bush‘s proposal to

amend the U.S. Constitution to ban same—sex marriages. Folks

are urged to avoid contributing to Gulfport‘s tourism revenue.

Studies of the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent

Health has indicated that ABSTINENCE MAY WORK IN THE

SHORT TERM, BUT NOT IN THE LONG TERM. According to

the study by Peter Bearman of Columbia University and Hannah

Bruckner of Yale University, 99 percent of teenagers who did not

pledge abstinence before marriage had sex before marriage; 88

percent of participants who pledged to not have sex before mar—

riage, did have sex before marriage. Also, the researchers said

teenagers who pledged to remain virgins until married were less

likely than other teens to have undergone STD testing and know

their STD status, thus potentially increasing their risk of STD

transmission to sexual partners.

Mark your calendars: SIR BOBBY BLAKE has set the dates

of Aug. 13—15 for his 47th Birthday Party. More than 2,100 guests

celebrated with him in 2003.

MARY CHENEY, wife of Vice President Dick Cheney, wrote a

book back in the 1980s entitled SISTEMS. The book is a femi—

nist novel with a lesbian subtext. Ironically, she is now giving pro—

ceeds to the somewhat confused National Gay and Lesbian

Task Force, who consider the Cheney family to be inconsistent

and hypocritical about gay issues.

On March 27, The Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation

(GLAAD) honored ANTONIO BANDERAS with the GLAAD

Vanguard Award for making a significant difference in promoting

equal rights for GLBT people. JOHN WATERS was presented the

GLAAD Stephen F. Kolzak Award, which honors an openly gay or

lesbian member of the entertainment or media community for his

or her outstanding contribution in combating homophobia.

On March 25, the TENNESSEE COURT OF APPEALS struck

down a court order that told a gay parent not to do anything which

"exposes" his son to "the gay lifestyle." The American Civil Liberties

Union represented JOSEPH HOGUE in Hogue v. Hogue.

According to the ACLU, the court went on to say that "(n)either gay

parents nor heterosexual parents have special rights," and that

courts should follow the same principles in placing limits on visita—

tion and custody for both gay and straight parents.

The ST. PATRICK‘S INVITATIONAL TOURNAMENT 2004,

See Bulletin, page 25 —
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"Saints and Sinners," an annual literary festival for the gay,

lesbian, bisexual and transgender community, its friends and

anyone who is interested in reading and writing, will take place

May 7 to 9 in New Orleans.

The weekend will include workshops, panel discussions and

a reading series that will appeal to readers and writers alike.

There also will be special events and book signings.

Workshop presenters include such nationally—known authors

as Mark Doty, Christopher Rice, Katherine V. Forrest, Felice

Picano, Patricia Nell Warren, Bob Smith, Ann Bannon, Val

McDermid, M. Christian, Jess Wells, Karin Kallmaker, Jewelle

Gomez and Michelle Tea. (Editor‘s Note: Both M. Christian and

Karin Kallmaker are contributors to one of the featured books

reviewed in our cover story, which begins on page 7.)

In addition, a number of publishers and editors will be pres—

ent, including Nick Street, Alyson Books; Kelly Smith, Bywater

Books; Robert L. Giron, Gival Press; Dave Smitherman, Polari

Publishing; Jay Quinn and Greg Herren, Southern Tier Editions

of The Haworth Press; Paul Marquis, STARbooks Press; Greg

Wharton, Suspect Thoughts Press, and Patricia Nell Warren,

Wildcat Press.

The weekend will start off on Friday, May 7, with a series of

master classes covering such topics as "The Role of the Editor,"

led by Street; "Finding Your Hero‘s Voice," led by Rice, and

"Writing Your Life," led by Tea. The opening party of the week—

end will be at Ambush Mag headquarters.

A special part of the weekend will be a chance to attend an
intimate dinner party with a featured author such as Rice, Tea,
Bannon, Smith, McDermid, Pican, Doty, Forrest or Gomez. The
dinners will take place in the elegant homes of some of New

Orleans most renowned hosts.

Saturday kicks off with panel discussions and a reading

series. There will be something for everyone with topics ranging

"6
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from "what is good editing" to "writing as activism." There also

will be panel discussions on a herstory of lesbian publishing,

writing responsible erotica and queer poetry/queer history.

The saints can take an early night on Saturday, but for the

sinners, there will be an erotica reading hosted by Bob Smith at

Club 735 on Bourbon Street.

Sunday continues with the panel discussions and the reading

series. The weekend ends with a closing reception upstairs at

the Bourbon Pub with the newest members of the Saints and

Sinners "Literary Saints" being recognized.

The festival hopes to accomplish two things. First, to raise

funds for the New Orleans AIDS Task Force and its programs

and services. Secondly, the festival also will serve as a commu—

nity awareness forum, something to show another side of the

GLBT community, other than the one shown at party times like

Mardi Gras or Southern Decadence.

"Saints and Sinners" will take place in the heart of New

Orleans‘s historic French Quarter, using The House of Blues,

New Orleans and O‘Flaherty‘s Irish Channel Pub as festival

headquarters where there will be readings, panels and a book—

fair. Other venus will be within easy walking distance.

The cost of the Friday workshops are $25 each, or four for

$75. A weekend pass costs $100 each and includes the Friday

welcoming party; entry into any panel discussion or reading

series on Saturday or Sunday; entry into other readings or sign—

ings, and the closing reception on Sunday. Additionally, cost for

the dinner party with one of the listed authors is $75 per person;

registration is required in advance as space is limited.

For more information visit the festival website at www.sas—

fest.com for a complete schedule of events, list of participants

and registration forms. Or to register by phone, call Tina Simon at

(504) 821—2601, ext. 217 or email her at funddevelop2@noaid—

staskforce.org.

26th International Mr. Leather slated for Chicago May 27—31

Following last year‘s unprecedented 25th

Anniversary Celebration, the world‘s hottest

leathermen will once again come together to

compete for the title of International Mr. Leather

2004 on Thursday, May 27, through Monday,

May 31, Memorial Day Weekend, in Chicago.

About 400 gay leathermen gathered in

Chicago in 1979, for the first International Mr.

Leather contest. Today, the event has grown to

be an annual tradition for tens of thousands in

the leather community — drawing contestants

and attendees from around the globe. Once an

event for "hardcore" leathermen, IML has

expanded in recent years to include a more

diverse crowd — from the experienced to the curious. Last year‘s

25th anniversary celebration drew more than 10,000 leatherfolk

from around the globe.

International Mr. Leather 2004 includes the 26th Annual

International Mr. Leather Competition; the 12th Annual

International Mr. Bootblack Competition, The Leather Market, IML

Opening Ceremonies, Pecs & Personality (Physique Competition),

Salute! (Post—Contest Celebration), IML Victory Celebration Party

and the Black and Blue Ball.

IML contestants are judged on a variety of criteria, including

CUmTaI
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community involvement, speech, presentation

and overall presence. The winner of the IML

2004 contest will receive a prize package con—

sisting of donations from businesses and organ—

izations supporting the leather community.

Complete contestant information, including

contestant applications, can be found online

at www.imrl.com.

IML Weekend Event Packages, which cost

$140, include free shuttle bus service, an offi—

cial IML 2004 T—shirt and poster, plus special

yearly giveaways. IML Weekend Packages

can be purchased online at www.boxof—

ficetickets.com or by calling, toll—free, (800)

494—TIXS. Individual event tickets also are available.

The Hyatt Regency Chicago, 151 East Wacker Drive in

Chicago, is the host hotel for IML 2004. Reservations can be made

by calling the hotel directly at (312) 565—1234 or toll—free (800) 233—

1234 or by going online to www.imrl.com/eventinfo/hotels.asp.

American Airlines is the official airline of IML. For fare dis—

counts, travelers should contact American Airlines toll—free at

(800) 433—1790 and identify themselves as IML attendees with

Star File #A2654AB. For more information on IML 2004, go

online to www.imrl.com.
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REEL TWISTED sy Laine McNEemn

This month instead of reviewing gay and lesbian films

usually only available by order, we decided to review three

films recently made available on VHS and DVD and can

be found on the shelves of Blockbuster and Hollywood

Video stores around Memphis and the Mid—South.

First up, we screened Girls

Will Be Girls, written and

directed by Richard Day. Rated

R with both English and

Spanish subtitles available on

DVD, Girls Will Be Girls runs

one hour, 20 minutes.

This film is a comedic look

at an aging, has—been actress,

Evie Harris (Jack Plotnick) and

her friendship, or lack thereof,

with CoCo (Clinton Leupp). As

the film unfolds, we are intro—

duced to Evie‘s recollections of

her acting nemesis, Marla, when Marla‘s daughter, Varla,

(both played by Jeffrey Roberson) answers a roommate

wanted ad Harris has placed. Varla falls for Evie‘s less—

than—physically perfect son, Stevie (Ron Mathews), pro—

viding an interesting, as well as humorous, subplot.

 

  

 

 

CT
likeJesus.

It‘s been said that we are crazy at Prescott, becauseof the stances we take and our proud traditionof welcoming everyone, regardless of race, sexual, orpolitical orientation. It‘s been said that Jesus was crazy too andwe always try to do our very best to follow Him.if you‘ve been looking for a church that‘s radically different,with an active mission to explore compassion, peace, justiceand the love of Christ, come see what all the craziness is about!

   Rev. MarthaBrahm, Pastor
961 Getwell Road

wnear Park & Getwell ;
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901—327—8479
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Plotnick‘s biting, sarcastical wit and

delivery are amazing and worthy of the

awards the film and its three main characters have gar—

nered. The honors include OUTstanding Actor in a Feature

Film nominations for Plotnick, Leupp and Roberson, and

OUTstanding Screenwriting at the OutFest 2003 Grand

Jury Awards, and Best Actress nominations for Plotnick,

Leupp and Roberson at the 2003 US Comedy Arts Festival.

The DVD version also includes the featurette, Girls Will

Be Girls: Becoming The Girl.

If you missed Soldier‘s Girl

on Showtime, or if you don‘t

subscribe to Showtime, this

phenomenal film, based on a

true story, is now available on

VHS and DVD.

Rated R, and with a run time

of one hour, 52 minutes,

Soldier‘s Girl was written by

Ron Nyswaner and directed by

Frank Pierson.

I have to admit, it‘s been

quite some time since a film

moved me the way this one

did. I haven‘t been able to get it out of my head, and not

just because of the story, but because of the superb act— —

ing portrayed by the film‘s two lead actors, Troy Garity

(Barbershop, Barbershop 2) and Lee Pace (TV‘s "Law &

Order SVU" and "Wonderfalls").

Soldier‘s Girl is based on the true story of Private First

Class Barry Winchell (Garity), whose service in the United

States Army finds him stationed at Fort Campbell, Ky., and

subsequently leads to his death at the hands of a fellow —

serviceman, Calvin Glover (Philip Eddolls), along with

help from Winchell‘s roommate and fellow serviceman,

Justin Fisher (Shawn Hatosy, John Q, A Guy Thing,

Outside Providence, The Faculty).

Although both Winchell‘s relationship with Nashville

gay club scene performer and, at the time, pre—operative

transsexual, Calpernia Addams (Pace) and the U.S.

Military‘s "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell" policy have both been

blamed for Winchell‘s death, Soldier‘s Girl offers yet

another motive. Mental ilIiness on the part of Fisher, which

could be either closeted homosexuality manifesting itself —

as homophobia, or the fear of being alone, as his rela—

tionship with Winchell is portrayed as one of love and

hate, violence and tenderness, trust and mistrust. The

writer and director, however, have captured the story on

film in such a way that viewers can make up their own

mind as to the motive for murder.

Everyone who identifies as gay, lesbian, bisexual or

 

See Reel Twisted, page 31

 



 

 

THE REAL FAcEOF GAY MARRIAGE

 

BOYD & MARVIN

September, 1936 — Boyd Hughes had stopped by the local

neighborhood bar after work for a cold beer. It was a hot night

and, though tired from his construction work job, he wasn‘t ready

to go home. He ordered a beer and stood leaning against the

wall listening to the new hit, "Red Sails in the Sunset," that was

coming from the jukebox.

This wasn‘t a gay bar, those were

non—existent in 1936, at least in Houston,

Texas. But it was a bar popular with the

college set and Boyd usually met some—

one here. He‘d always had an eye for

pretty young men.

Boyd was 28, tall and muscular with

hair bleached—blond from working outside

in the sun. As his eyes adjusted to the

light, the cigarette smoke cleared and he

saw Marvin Williams for the first time.

Boyd was smitten at once.

Marvin was small, a delicately hand—

some 19 year—old Baylor University stu—

dent. He had large, dark eyes with

incredibly long lashes and a shy manner.

As Boyd remembers that night years later, he said he was not

sure either of them spoke, but their eyes met and both knew at

once that something special was happening. Marvin followed

Boyd outside to the parking lot and they ended up in Boyd‘s

apartment for the night.

The relationship, which endured for more than 50 years, was

not without a myriad of problems. Boyd was a poor boy with few

resources. He always said he had nothing going for him except

his "physical attributes."

Marvin, on the other hand, was the son of a well—to—do doctor

in a small Arkansas town. The family was both socially promi—

nent and had strong political ties.

When Marvin returned to Arkansas for summer vacation,

Boyd wrote him once, fervidly proclaiming his love. The letter

was intercepted, opened and read by Marvin‘s father. Dr.

Williams became enraged and said if Marvin didn‘t cease seeing

Boyd at once, he would have his son pulled from school and cut

off from financial support. If that was not enough, Dr. Williams

said he would have his son committed to the state mental hos—

pital. This was not an unheard of treatment for homosexuality in

1936, and given Dr. Williams‘ profession and connections, it was

not an idle threat.

Dr. Williams engaged the Pinkerton Detective Agency to find

Boyd and turn him over to authorities. Marvin got word to Boyd

to get out of town by any means possible.

Engaging the aid of a group of drag queen friends about to

embark on a cross country tour, Boyd became their emcee, and,

with their help, made it to the West Coast, despite the Pinkerton

 

 

men in close pursuit. There, Boyd secured a job aboard a

freighter heading overseas. In Europe he worked as a hustler,

supported by wealthy, older men. He said he didn‘t speak

French, German or Italian, only the "international language of

love." But, Boyd survived. The winds of war were gathering and

Boyd soon joined the Air Force. Meanwhile, back in the states,

Marvin finished his Ph.D. in philosophy and religion, and took a

teaching position at a small, upstate New York college.

He and Marvin had kept in touch through letters, using a drag

queen friend as an emissary. Marvin showed Dr. Williams pic—

tures of the real—looking drag queen and told his father that she

was a show girl. Dr. Williams wasn‘t happy about Marvin dating

someone in show business, but at least it was a woman, so the

doctor was appeased.

During the war, Boyd served on a B—17

and flew bombing missions over Germany.

He used to show pictures of himself and

the crew standing in front of the plane.

"Now, this is Joe from Cleveland," Boyd

would tell us, "and this is John from Seattle.

Man, were they hot. But, the best was the

pilot, Bill, here. I always used to go for the

pilots first. They were the easiest to get —

always on ego trips and all. If you got the

pilot, the rest of the crew were easier to

pick off." Even in those days, we had a

don‘t—ask, don‘t—tell situation. It was

assumed that everyone played around, but

it was never talked about.

In 1940, Marvin and Boyd had a religious commitment cere—

mony performed by a friend of Marvin‘s who was an ordained ,

Methodist minister. It was held in the minister‘s study and was

attended by about 20 friends. This is the date Marvin used to

date their relationship.

"I don‘t count the first four years, because after all, Boyd had—

n‘t given me a ring yet," Marvin said.

From the beginning, Marvin and Boyd decided that their rela—

tionship would be an open one. Marvin said straight people

couldn‘t maintain a monogamous relationship so why in hell

should two men be expected to maintain one? Boyd used to put

it this way:

"Hogamous, Pogamous, Woman‘s Monogamous, Higamous,

Pigamous, Man‘s Polygamous," he said, quoting a couplet by

Ogden Nash.

It just made sense to them. Their only rule was if one saw

someone they really wanted to go home with, go for it. But, nei—

ther were allowed to bring them home. Furthermore, whoever

was gone for the night had to be back in time for breakfast the

next morning.

After the war, Boyd was discharged and the couple moved to

Los Angeles. They bought a house, a boat, raised show dogs

and became active in the Republican party. Marvin continued to

teach at the college level and Boyd secured a job selling

Prudential Insurance.

In 1970, Marvin, while preparing for retirement, was diag—

See Boyd & Marvin, page 18
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Boyd & Marvin

from page 17

nosed with Parkinson‘s disease. This is a progressive form of

paralysis marked by the loss of flexibility in the muscles, tremors

and a jerky gait. There is no known cure.

Marvin wanted to return to Arkansas. His parents were now

deceased, so he and Boyd purchased 80 acres in an isolated

spot near Marvin‘s former hometown. They improved the old

house, and put in a grape arbor, fruit trees and a huge garden.
They surrounded the entire acreage with a 10—foot wire fence for

privacy. You see, both men were avowed nudists.

Boyd built a barn for the burro, goats and sheep, and set up

beehives and rabbit hutches. He glowed with pride over the two—

story, air conditioned house he built for their much—loved

Doberman dogs. He also raised prize—winning roses.

Marvin took up painting, both watercolor and oils. He even

had a private showing for which he garnished excellent reviews

and made three sales.

But, as Marvin‘s disease progressed, his speech began to

slur and he developed a shuffling gait when he walked. He took

to leaning heavily on Boyd for support and, still later, to walking

with a cane. Marvin‘s hands started to tremble, getting worse

and worse until he was unable to paint or even feed himself.

Boyd had to feed him. Still, Marvin clung to his independence,

insisting that he could still work in the garden and Boyd would

carry him outside where he would sit and make an effort to dig

in the dirt. In time Marvin got to the point where he could ®no

longer speak or make himself understood.

Boyd never left Marvin‘s side. But he was becoming hard—of—

The (Ultimate Ghxpression
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hearing, himself. Friends became worried — two people living in .

an isolated spot, one unable to speak and one unable to hear.

They insisted that Boyd place Marvin in a nursing home. With

much reluctance he did this, but he visited Marvin daily, bathing,

feeding and reading to him. Boyd would talk for hours to Marvin

even though Marvin wasn‘t able to answer him. He brought

Marvin home several times a week, carrying him in from the car

and putting him in his wheelchair, then returning him each night

to the nursing facility.

Finally, Boyd‘s own health deteriorated to where he could no

longer lift Marvin, and he decided that he should join Marvin in

the retirement facility. When I visited them one day shortly after

Boyd‘s relocation, they were in different rooms, but in the same

wing. They were awaiting a double unit big enough to accom—

modate the two of them and Marvin‘s wheelchair.

"How do you like it here?" I asked.

"Well, I certainly would rather be back out in the country, but

this is where Marvin is, and anywhere he is, that‘s where I

belong," Boyd said. "He‘s just in my blood. I can‘t help it." Boyd

flashed one of his infectious grins. "Besides, they have some

pretty boys working here as aides." He smiled again and bent

over and gave Marvin a hug.

"Well, Buddy, are you ready to have some lunch?" Boyd

asked. "Here, let me help you get in your wheelchair. Say, did

you notice the ass on that new orderly this morning? Reminds

me of yours when you were young. There was no one who had

a nicer one. Now, let‘s go have lunch."
 

Editor‘s Note: The names of Boyd Hughes and Marvin

Williams are pseudonyms. They are both now deceased and

were long—time friends of the author.
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GET FOLKED when ‘Queer as Folk begins4th season
For those of us who can‘t seem to get enough of Brian and

Justin; Michael, Ben and Hunter; Emmett and Ted; Melanie and
Lindsay, and Debbie and Uncle Vic, mark your calendars, set
your VCRs and get ready. Sunday, April 18, at 9 p.m., the char—
acters on Showtime‘s "Queer As Folk" will be back on Liberty
Avenue as the fourth season of the drama that forever changed
GLBT TV begins.

If you visit Showtime‘s website at www.sho.com and click on
Queer As Folk in the left menu, under Original Series, you‘ll get
the option to watch a trailer for the new season. The narration
begins like this, "You know where they‘ve been ... now the original
comes of age ... get folked Sunday, April 18, only on Showtime."

Last season, Brian (Gale Harold) risked everything to restore
freedom to Liberty Avenue. Now broke and unemployed, he
faces the challenge of rebuilding his career, while Justin (Randy
Harrison), following an incident of street violence, which re—
ignites the painful memories of his own bashing and refuels his
anger, becomes involved with a vigilante group.

Michael (Hal Sparks), who helped Hunter escape his mother
and the police, must now face the inevitability of returning to
Pittsburgh. He and Ben (Robert Gant) will fight for custody, but
can they be parents to a teenager who has been a street hustler
and is HIV positive?

After completing rehab, Ted (Scott Lowell) finds it difficult to
re—enter life among his friends. It‘s especially difficult for Emmett
(Peter Paige), as he is left with a great deal of anger and
resentment following his and Ted‘s breakup. Emmett decides to
move in with Melanie (Michelle Clunie) and Lindsay (Thea Gill),
who are awaiting the birth of their second child.
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This season‘s 14 episodes will focus once again on the rela—
tionships, careers, loves and ambitions of a group of gay men
and women living in Pittsburgh. The season will unfold in true
QAF style — with a blend of brash humor and genuine emotion.

A Showtime press releases reads, "Queer As Folk‘ is an
unapologetic celebration of gay life in all its varied forms. As we
discover the differences that define us, we recognize the simi—
larities that make us all human."

Are You Ready ForA
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Amy Jennings lives with her girlfriend, Sonia,

and | live with my boyfriend, Terry.
Last Friday, I accompanied Amy and Sonia to room 403, the

licensing division,— at the King County (Washington)
Administration Building.

When Amy and Sonia asked the clerk for a marriage license,
the clerk turned white. You could see, ‘Oh my God, the gay
activists are here!‘ running through her head. ... The clerk called
over her manager ... who explained that Amy and Sonia couldn‘t
have a marriage license. So, I asked if Amy and I could have one
— even though I‘m gay and live with my boyfriend, and Amy‘s a
lesbian and lives with her girlfriend.
We emphasized to the clerk and her manager that Amy and I

don‘t live together, we don‘t love each other, we don‘t plan to
have kids together, and we‘re going to go on living and sleeping
with our same—sex partners after we get married. So could we
still get a marriage license?

"Sure," the license—department manger said. "If you‘ve got
$54, you can have a marriage license."

 

 
Reprinted with permission from "My marriage license" by Dan

Savage, published at www.thestranger.com, March 11.

 
Marriage License

State of Washington, County of King
      

     
        

           

   

1; any personlegally authorized to solemnize marriages:

The following named individuals have applied for a marriage license in accordance

with R.C.W., Chapter 26.04, and you are hereby authorized to solemnize the marriage of:

paniSAVAGE avyJOAN JENNIGES

. dso "and miri neslihan mine

March 08,2004 May 06, 2004
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Savage and Amy‘s actual Washington marriage license
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Bisexuat & BipHosic Eorroriat sy Kevin Shaw

 

I have two confessions to make: 1) I am bisex—

ual. 2) I am also biphobic.

I‘ll take responsibility for the former and blame

the gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered community for the

latter. As we all well know by now, sexuality is very complex.

Who can explain why we "feel" the way we do for the people we

do? For eternity, it seems, we have been taught (sexual) love

should only be between a man and a woman. The argument

ranges from biblical references to "it‘s just natural." But, those of

us in the GLBT community also know it‘s just not that simple.

None of us chose to be attracted to, or identify with, a spe—

cific gender. For us, what we are is natural. The world‘s per—

ception of our community is changing (it would seem for the

better). Rights for our community look to be the cornerstone

in the upcoming presidential election and you can almost see

that pot (marriage and/or civil unions) at the end of our

proverbial rainbow. 7

But, today, | feel excluded,

left out. 1 feel different and

ostracized. | almost feel com—

pelled to apologize to my own

community for admitting that,

after a seven—year relationship

with a man, | have met and

fallen in love with a woman.

Not only that, | recently mar—

ried her. Shocking, huh? If

you‘re like me, you‘re shocked

to hear that a man who spent

so much time in the company

of gay men could actually be

attracted to and fall in love with

a woman. If you‘re like me,

you‘re probably saying to your—

self, "It can‘t last," or "He‘ll be

sleeping with men again in no

time." If you‘re like me, you

feel betrayed or abandoned. If

you‘re like me, you also must

be biphobic.

I have to admit that I‘ve

never heard the term "bipho—

big" before now. But | know _it ding cake.
exists, because | have experi—
enced it firsthand. Since the announcement of my marriage to
Karen, I‘ve been smiled at and subsequently avoided by many
of my gay friends and acquaintances. Although they say they
just want me to be happy, their actions show shock and disgust
with my new life. The fact that I‘m not surprised by this reaction
tells me that (many in) our community are hugely hypocritical on
the issue of acceptance.

Growing up, I knew | was always attracted to both boys and
girls. It was easier in high school to just date girls and secretly
fool around with boys on the side. In college, this pattern contin—
ued. During my 20s, I started spending more time with boys and
less with the girls. Although 1 thought | was bisexual, my gay
friends told me that my "bi" identity was just part of the process of
coming out as truly gay. I was told | was in denial and that even—
tually I would realize I was 100 percent gay. I believed them. Why
shouldn‘t 1? 1 did fall in love with men and identified easily with

 

Kevin with his wife, Karen, are
shown here cutting their wed—

 

being gay. However, there were lingering feelings that suggested
otherwise. I would often privately fantasize about women and
their beautiful bodies. When watching a romantic film, | would
alternately identify with both the male and female leads. When
watching "The Bachelorette," | wanted to marry both Trista AND
Ryan. My closest friends said that just meant | was a slut. |
laughed with them, and I believed them. I believed our communi—
ty when it scoffed at people who said they were bisexual.

We‘ve all heard about people who got married, had children
and then ultimately realized they were gay. They stated they
knew they were gay for years, but were too afraid to be honest. |
think most GLBT individuals would say they were truly gay. But
were they gay or bisexual? How often have you heard about peo—
ple who were deeply involved in gay relationships going back to
straight relationships? How odd is that? If you embrace the label
of GLBT for our community, why do any of us find it odd?

The most biphobic people I know are in the GLBT communi—
ty. This community yearns for acceptance and ridicules it‘s very
own for being different. The majority of this community does it.
How many gay men do you know who mock lesbians? What
about the lesbians who can barely tolerate gay men? Haven‘t
you been around gays and lesbians who considered the trans—
gendered "freakish?" And, don‘t they scoff at the self—identified
bisexuals? We are not different from the straight world. What we
don‘t understand, we reject.

If you believe the Kinsey Scale, which states that human sex—
uality lies on a continuum between gay and straight, why is it so
surprising to hear that a man can be attracted to a woman again
after being with men? Is being attracted to both sexes any differ—
ent than being attracted to more than one race? I‘ve always found
myself drawn to effeminate men (mostly drag queens, it seems)
and strong women. | like that balance of masculine and feminine
energy. | wish it was less complicated, but it isn‘t for me.

My mother always told me I should marry my best friend. She
never bothered to differentiate whether that should be a man or a
woman. Ultimately, though, as anyone who has been in a long—
term relationship can tell you, people stay together for many rea—
sons besides the sex. Compatibility, friendship, similar values, etc.
seem to be more important than the "plumbing." I am still a part of
the GLBT community. | just haven‘t witnessed the "Bs" in our
GLBT community being well represented. The sooner we can
learn to accept ourselves, the sooner we can learn to gain accept—
ance from others. This article is another step in my process.

(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views expressed in
this column are those of the writer and are not necessarily those
of Family & Friends Magazine or its staff.)

Try practicing a little tolerance

At your workplace, try:
* Holding a "diversity potluck" lunch. Invite co—workers to bring

dishes that reflect their cultural heritage.
* Advocating for domestic partnership benefits.
* Avoid singling out employees of a particular race or ethnici—

ty to "handle" diversity issues on behalf of everyone else.
Reprinted with permission from "101 Tools for Tolerance: Simple

Ideas for Promoting Equity and Celebrating Diversity," a publication of
WWW.TOLERANCE.ORG, A Project of the Southern Poverty Law
Center, 400 Washington Avenue, Montgomery, AL 36104. For more
information go online to www.tolerance.org and/or www.splcenter.org.
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Maxing Lise Manancensir GUEST EDITORIAL BY JOEL CHAPMAN, PH.D.

 

Many, if not most, people have heard of

Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) and its 12—step

approach to recovery from alcoholism. But far

fewer people realize that the 12—steps can be a useful tool to

anyone — addicted or not — in making life‘s journey more man—

ageable, if not more meaningful.

During the past 20 years of professional practice, | have

worked within 12—step recovery programs and with individuals

with all kinds of addictions — alcohol, cocaine, food, gambling,

sex and love. I have seen people reclaim their lives by submit—

ting themselves to the 12—step discipline; it‘s really true what AA

says: "It works if you work it."

But what has impressed me even more is witnessing non—

addicted people use 12—step principles to get their life "on track,"

no matter who they are or their situation. Even clients who are

wary of "God talk" or feel alienated from organized religion find

meaningful ways to interpret "a power greater than ourselves" so

that they may lessen their emotional isolation and restore bal—

ance. For some, a "higher power" merely means acceptance of

the collective wisdom of others who are successful in recovery.

However, the 12—step method is not a "cure—all" or "quick fix."

Many people live with complex issues, such as medical condi—

tions, genetic limitations, histories of being abused or societal

prejudices. Living in the spirit of the 12—steps does not take away

the realities of chronic iliness, racism or personal tragedy.

What the 12—steps do offer are guidelines for managing

aspects of life over which we have little or no control — often the

behavior and attitudes of other people. Some of us, for exam—
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ple, have grown up with the unrealistic self—expectation that we

must be perfect and please or take care of others all the time in

order to be worthy. This type of self—imposed tyranny is called

co—dependency.

Using the 12—steps, we can admit our limitations (powerless—

ness) over others and begin a journey toward acceptance that

we do not have to be all things to all people in order to deserve

love and comfort. This journey out of co—dependency is summa—

rized nicely in the AA Serenity Prayer: "God, grant me the seren—

ity to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to change

the things I can, and the wisdom to know the difference."

In recent times, more and more psychotherapists and spiritu—

al counselors have been integrating the 12—steps into their writ—

ings. One example is The Spirituality of Imperfection by Ernest

Kurtz and Katherine Ketcham, who wrote: "If life is ‘unmanage—

able‘ — and, of course, at times it is — there will necessarily be

sudden surprises, unexpected twists and turns, unforeseen

detours. In recognizing spirituality‘s —— life‘s — open—endedness,

we learn to be flexible and adaptable, thus protecting ourselves

from the tendency to want to fix things ‘once and for all.‘"

On our life journey, we can make the trip more manage—

able if we learn to sidestep "potholes" such as perfectionism

and co—dependency.
 

Joel Chapman, Ph.D. is director of The Pilgrim Center:

Counseling for Living and Learning, which has offices in First

Congregational Church, 1000 South Cooper. For more informa—

tion, call (901) 844—4357.

(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views expressed in

this column are those of the writer and are not necessarily those

of Family & Friends Magazine or its staff.)
 

And your point is ...

from page 6

and transgender customers. Here is another tip, no pun intend—

ed: If you like the performance, take a $1 bill (or more if you

choose, but $1 is the customary tip) and give it to the performer

during the performance.

Now, about that name "drag show." We have heard many sto—

ries regarding where the term came from, but the one that

comes to mind is that the female impersonators often carried

large suitcases or trunks for their clothes, makeup, etc., which

they "dragged" to their dressing rooms.

Our point is this, we can all learn to live together, if we try to.

 

 

  WATCH FOR UPCOMING DETAILS 



 

Bulletin

from page 14

was a sell—out with all 128 bowler positions being scooped up

months before the March 12—14 event. Everyone had a great

time and bowled their emerald shoes off. (Winner photos can be

found on page 58.) In addition, the Memphis Gay & Lesbian

Community Center (MGLCC) was the recipient of a generous

donation of $760 from the event.

Speaking of the MGLCC, according to its President, LEN

PIECHOWSKI1, the organization raised almost $3,000 during its

Bachelor/Bachlorette Auction, held last month at J—WAGS.

(Photos of the event can be found on page 32 of this issue.)

An update on the UNITED NATIONS PROPOSED GAY

RIGHTS RESOLUTION — it has been postponed again. Brazil

originally sponsored the resolution in 2003. As it did last year,

Brazil withdrew the measure before it came up for a vote March

29 in Geneva, Switzerland. Muslim nations and the Vatican con—

tinue to be a stronghold against its passage.

If you are surfing the Internet, swing by OUTOFTHECLOS—

ET.TV for a look. There are plenty of great streaming videos to

educate and entertain. Sorry, no porn. The Black same—gender—

loving drama, KEVIN‘S ROOM I1, will be up for viewing some—

time in April.

Novemberis coming up quite quickly; will it be Kerry or a Bush

repeat? EACH AND EVERY VOTE IS IMPORTANT ... ESPE—

CIALLY YOURS! If you have not registered to vote or need to

update your registration information due to a move, etc., check

out the information for Tennessee, Arkansas and Mississippi

readers we have provided on page 31. Also, Memphians can pick
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up voter registration forms at the Memphis Gay and Lesbian

Community Center, located at 892 South Cooper. And, like our

grandmother said, IF YOU DONT VOTE, DONT COMPLAIN!

 

The Women‘s Action Coalition, in conjunction with

Memphis Regional Planned Parenthood, has chartered a

bus to take a contingent of Memphis activists to

Washington, D.C., on April 25, for the "Save Women‘s

Lives: March for Freedom of Choice."

The march is being organized by four national feminist

organizations (NOW, Planned Parenthood Federation of

America, NARAL Pro Choice America and the Feminist

Majority Foundation) and is expected to draw more than

one million people. The demands of the pro—choice march

include safe, accessible abortion for all women; adequate

health care coverage to include abortion costs and pre—and

post—natal care; comprehensive sex education in schools,

and easily available birth control.

Buses from Memphis will be leaving early afternoon on

Saturday, April 24, and will return Sunday, April 25. Tickets

are $100 each. There will be no hotel costs as plans are to

sleep on the buses.

For more information, or to sponsor a marcher, call

Anna Mullins at (901) 857—2335 or email her at laure—

ate0108@aol.com.
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Bush repeals job protections for gays

If you didn‘t already have enough reason to

believe that President Bush is a bigoted, anti—gay

jerk, check out what he‘s done now. You might recall that for

years federal government employees have been protected from

job discrimination based on their sexual orientation. Well, guess

what? Even though President Bush promised he would not

rescind those job protections while he was president, he just did!

The President of the United States lied.

Now granted, this isn‘t as big a lie as going before

Congress and lying to the entire nation about why we needed

to go to war, and hundreds of American service members

needed to die as a result. No, not that big a lie. But, it ranks

pretty high up there. President Bush is willing to sail us up the

river and then some. ... It is high time that every single gay

Republican spoke up and declared that he or she will not be

voting for President Bush this fall.

Latest marriage updates.

Well, a lot has been going on.

Massachusetts passed, again, its constitutional amend—

ment banning gay marriage in the state, but the same amend—

ment creates civil unions for gays. So, it‘s still bigotry with a

new look and feel, but ironically, the civil union part of the

amendment has the religious right and conservative

Republicans flipping out. They can‘t even stomach an anti—gay

hate amendment that even vaguely acknowledges that gays

are human beings. The process for the amendment in

Massachusetts is quite confusing. The bottom line: It won‘t

become law for at least two years, if at all.

Governor Mitt Romney, the anti—gay governor of

Massachusetts who tried to sell himself as better for the gay

community than Ted Kennedy 10 years ago when he was run—

ning for the U.S. Senate, is still trying to undermine the demo—

cratic process in Massachusetts. According to Romney, and

ST WRITER JOHN ARAVOSIS |

 

recent religious right press statements, not only is the

Massachusetts court system NOT a legitimate venue for deter—

mining state law, but now not even the state legislature is a legit—

imate venue for making such law. The religious right is asking

Romney to step in and simply ignore the courts and the state

legislature because neither, apparently, represents the will of the

people. Right.

The main (federal) anti—gay hate amendment has now been

amended, supposedly to make it more clear that civil unions

would still be permitted under the amendment. But then again,

these are the same people who swore to us that civil unions

were permitted under the first amendment they offered. They

don‘t exactly have our best interests at heart, so take what they

say with a grain of salt.

Senator Orrin Hatch (R—UT) now has his own anti—gay hate

amendment that he says would guarantee that gay marriage

could only come about as a result of a state legislature and not

by court decisions. I‘ve looked at Hatch‘s language and it‘s

confusing as hell. According to my first brief read of it, it‘s pos—

sible that Hatch‘s amendment would overturn the Supreme

Court decision invalidating inter—racial marriage bans. So, |

think we are going to need to look very closely at what he‘s

come up with.

Overall, the danger here is that things are not getting better

on the gay marriage front; rather, they‘re getting more confusing.

Each day brings new developments that neither side expected.

The fact that people like Stephanie Hereth (D—SD) are getting

cold feet, and Senator Hatch and others are trying to craft com—

promising amendments, shows that our defenders are not exact—

ly growing in courage, and their side is scrambling to find new

and unexpected ways to peel away our supporters and make

this amendment the law of the land.

See Aravosis, page 27
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Aravosis

from page 26

One thing is certain. Come May 17, when gay marriage

becomes a reality in Massachusetts, prepare forall hell to break

loose legislatively. The religious right thinks gay marriage may

very well cause God to destroy America. That‘s not the kind of

thinking that makes one roll over and give up simply because a

few congressmen say they might not have the votes to pass the

amendment. It‘s the kind of thinking that makes you utterly freak

out when gay marriage becomes a reality. And these guys have

millions of supporters, millions of dollars and they own

President Bush. Be very careful how comfortable you get in

thinking we‘ve won.

Alabama repealed inter—racial marriage ban in 2000

In view of all the high—fallutin‘ talk from the anti—gay bigots

about the Biblical necessity of bashing gays in the Constitution,

| thought it might be worth reminding folks that it wasn‘t until

November 2000, that the state of Alabama finally got the

cojones to repeal its state law banning inter—racial marriage.

And even then, less than four years ago, 40 percent of

Alabamians voted to keep the ban because, you know, appar—

ently it‘s very important to prohibit Blacks and Whites from mix—

ing blood. So the next time Southern members of Congress

start lecturing us about marriage, ask them where they stand on

inter—racial marriage bans.

 

 

(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views expressed in

this column are those of the writer and are not necessarily those

of Family & Friends Magazine or its staff.)
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Greetings and salutations music lovers!

Spring has finally arrived bringing with it a new

season of music, concerts and artists to nourish

your audio cravings.

Do you ever think about how we listen to music? How it is an art

of expression in itself? To listen to music

to get away from the day—to day reality

that is life isn‘t being a music lover. Music

can be used for sensuous pleasure but

that‘s a one—dimensional characteristic.

To truly love music, one must reflect not

only on catchy hooks or a stylish cho—

rus, but ponder melodies and har—

monies of tone and conscious texture.

To be a true music lover, you can‘t just

listen to music, you have to be listen—

ing for something.

USHER

Confessions (xx 3/4)

Usher Raymond, Usher to fans, is

back with yet another release for the

season. He is 25, but we all remem—

ber him singing his heart out on "Star

Search" back in the day. He was a

teen sensation and with multi—plat—

inum albums and heart—seeking No.

1s on the charts, the sky was the limit.

Experiencing an indulgence of

bedside manner, the house of Usher,

is in shambles. His album,

Confessions, debuted at No. 1 and

his song "Yeah," featuring Lil‘ Jon and

Ludacris, enjoyed a three—week run at

the top spot. Unfortunately, there are

only three good songs on the album.

By three, | really mean one written

very well, "Can You Handle It;" one

sung very well, "Burn," and one that

has a lot of potential, "That‘s What It‘s

Made For." Including "Yeah," that

makes four decent songs out of a

possible 17. What happened?

Even the track, "Confessions,"

turned out to be a lousy, whiny intro

into "Confessions Part II," which was

just all over the place in terms of

arrangement, accompaniment and

lyrical content. | won‘t speculate

about his personal demons that led

to "Confessions," but it is clear that

a lot of the themes on the album are

diluted, cluttered and impractical.

It‘s almost as if he was forcing

songs out of himself when they

come so natural.

Blame the producers for such a

mediocre album? Perhaps. Or per—

haps the lesson is that just because

you have great producers, doesn‘t
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mean that their past success will be transferable to you.

This is an album purely for die—hard loyal fans. Reaching top

status already, the album is going to sell for sure, but | have to

say that even his miss, is a hit. A lower score than "Star Search,"

this album receives two and three—quarter stars.

EVANESCENCE

Fallen (*xx*x)

Evanescence has a very popu—

lar, cult—like following from their No.

1 hit, "Bring Me To Life." The band

members call Little Rock home and

caught a big break with the movie

Daredevil. Dismal film, lovely music.

Their hit song was so popular that it

was even remixed and used in the

Fall 2003 Victoria Secret Fashion

Show. Listen, if supermodels Karolina

Kurkova, Carmen Kass and Heidi

Klum can strut down the catwalk to it —

it must definitely rock!

It‘s the crystal diamond voice of lead

singer Amy Lee, accompanied by hard

rock guitar/bass and a soft piano, that

distinguished the group‘s hard

edge/soft clash musical style. At one

point, one of the band members left

the group for Canada‘s own punk—

princess Avril Lavigne. But, after win—

ning Best New Artist at the 2004

Grammys, a change of heart may be

in order.

The CD, Fallen, has been out

since 2003, but is being reviewed on

merit and new talent (not to mention

its recent use by two Aprhodite

members). All the tracks are flaw—

less and practically timeless. Other

hits on the album include "Going

Under" and "My Immortal." All the

lyrics seem to be one part torment,

one part inspiration (death/resur—

rection). I haven‘t ruled out that this

group is secretly an adult Christian

contemporary rock band. From

"Tourniquet:" "I‘m dying, praying,

bleeding and screaming/Am 1 too

lost to be saved?/Am I too lost?/My

God, my tourniquet/return to me sal—

vation." Wow!

Officially, the album includes Ben

Moody _at guitar, —Francesco

DiCosmo on bass, Josh Freese on

drums, David Hodges stroking the

keys and Amy Lee on vocals. A very

brilliant group, but will they survive

the Best New Artist curse? Or better

yet, it has been my observance that

See In The Mix, page 29

All thar wereri [



In The Mix

from page 28

groups led by the only female members, tend to implode and

break up; think No Doubt. If Gwen and the boys were able not to

succumb to the pressure perhaps this group can make it after all,

as well. This is one of the groups to keep your eyes on.

The Indigo Girls

All That We Let In (*xx)

The final review is for die—hard indy/folk music lovers every—

where. The original dazzling dues, The Indigo Girls, have a

release titled A/l That We Let In, right now. The CD contains a

separate DVD, which includes only a brief intro, but full throttle

performances of "Dairy Queen," "Fill It Up Again," "Come on

Home," "Perfect World," "Kid Fears" and "Galileo." The CD con—

tains 11 tracks virtually composed of soothing tones, various

harmonies and has that "something" that makes you want to lis—

ten to tracks over and over.

Some of the songs took me back to the late ‘80s when I first

heard of the group composed of the lovely and talented Amy Ray

and the charming and distinguished Emily Saliers. This could

have been one bland and dull greatest hits album, but there are

many sparks on the CD. All the songs center on activism and

border the times we all despair but hold on for the light at the end

of the tunnel. Hopeful and charming, the CD is practically perfect

from context to theme to arrangement and production.

| love the DVD that makes six tracks feel like an intimate con—

cert. Speaking of which, The Indigo Girls will be in Memphis,

along with the Foo Fighters and Parliament, for the Beale Street

Musical Festival, set for Friday, Saturday and Sunday, April 30 to

May 2. Check them all out! For a complete list of the entertain—

ment line—up go online at www.memphisinmay.org.

Hope you all catch some fresh air, soak up the sun (with an

SPF sunblock of 15 or greater, of course) and rock your fav—o—

fav band T shirt all the while attending live musical events sup—

porting both national and local talent.

 

 

  
 

(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views expressed in

this column are those of the writer and are not necessarily those

of Family & Friends Magazine or its staff.)
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* If life begins at 407? Just ask Jimmy Heider,

popular mixologist at Metro Memphis. Unlike Jack

Benny who was perpetually 39, the 30s gave

Jimmy a gentle bump into middle age on March 22. He always

adds a pleasing extra when serving your favorite libation — a

smile. Belatedly, Happy Birthday, Jimmy ... and many more!

* The "Mayor of Watkins Street" also is celebrating his 40th

birthday, for the 36th time, April 5. This retired sudsmeister and

entertainer has graced many a bar and stage. His alter ego is

strangely named after crispy, thinly—sliced toast. Like the

Energizer Bunny‘s Timex watch, he takes a lickin‘ and keeps on

tickin‘ ... on and on and on and on. So here‘s a toast to Melba.

Happy Birthday, Jimmy ... and many Moore!

+ Why Friends of the Library continue to have used book

sales at the downtown (Cossitt) branch when there is no handi—

capped/disabled parking?

* How much is an olive branch worth? Priceless, if it improves

Mayor and City Council relations. So let‘s hope they bury the

hatchet (not in someone‘s head), smoke the peace pipe (seems

as if someone already has been smoking something) and get on

with the job they were elected to do — run the city‘s business.

* Why former Treasury Secretary Paul O‘Neill resigned? He

claims it was due to the lack of serious exchange of policy—mak—

ing views among Cabinet members. Perhaps Federal Reserve

Chairman Alan Greenspan‘s recent dire forecast about Sociable

Security enforces this view. Bush‘s visionless spending gives

credence to the adage that Washington is indeed the city on the

Potomac surrounded by reality. How else can an inherited $241

billion surplus become a $521 billion deficit in just four years?

But don‘t worry. Veep Cheney says Reagan proved deficits don‘t

matter. Fiscal conservatism and limited government have lost

their meanings in the current administration.

* What a "love offering" is? It is more or less a demand for

money for prayers or events, which some churches advertise as

being free. Just surf the channels on a Sunday morning, you‘ll

see. Love has nothing to do with it. It is pure hucksterism.

*+ Why the number 10,667 is significant? That is the number

of youngsters, 81 percent of whom were boys, who were sexu—

ally molested by 4,392 Roman Catholic deacons and priests

from 1950 to 2002. Half the boys were between the ages of 11

and 14. How many others were abused who didn‘t file com—

plaints? Bishop Terry Steib of the Memphis diocese said only

seven priests, all now retired or deceased, were involved here in

Memphis. The church should look in the mirror before accusing

the GLBT community of moral laxity.

*+ Why all the brouhaha about the President‘s washy—wishi—

ness? He changed his mind and now believes marriage laws

should be federally defined, not state defined. In a blatantly

obvious attempt to recurry the far right vote and money, his

political posturing is ever so transparent. Bush‘s new view is an

onerous distraction designed to bolster his flagging credibility

and leadership.

* When Martha Stewart‘s new book will be published? Rumor

has it that a tentative title is Living Behind Bars: How to

Decorate Your Six by Eight. Edivently (sic) she will not have

kitchen privileges.

APPLICATIONSNOWBEINGACCEPTED!

Come by the club or yo online to

www.hackstreetmemphis.com

For More Info, call Byron @ 901.359.1190& friends
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Reel Twisted j

from page 16

transgender should see this film, there‘s just no doubt about

it and there should be no excuse for missing this film.

The DVD version also includes "Soldier‘s Secret: A

Closer Look at the True Story that Inspired the Movie"

and "Lee Pace Makeup: a Transgender Transformation."

Side note:Fisher is scheduled for his first attempt at

parole this year.

Party Monster, a film based on
—the book by New York Club Kid
James St. James, run timeone
hour, 39 minutes.

tale of Michael Alig (Macauley

Rich), a self—made party pro—
moter who madea big splash

the 1980s and early ‘90s.
Told in shifting perspectives

between Alig and James(Seth
Greene Austin Powers), the film recounts the events that

  

eventually landed Alig in jail for the murder of Club Kid:
neophyte, and Alig‘s drug dealer Angel Melendez
(Wilson Cruz).

While I found the movie to be hard to follow at times,
and a bit over—glamourous of the drug and party scene,
it did tell a story and was mediocrein all respects except

the acting.. I

Our last film in this review is .

Party Monster tells the Iurld'

Culkin, Home Alone, Richie |

Culkin supposedly signed on to Party Monster as an
attempt to revive his film career. If this is so, he may have

killed his acting career, like Alig did Melendez, rather than

resurrected it. More times than not, the straight Culkin |

went over the top with his obviously forced portrayal of a

— gay young man. Greene was little better, although much

more convincing than his counterpart. —

Acting: D for Culkin, B for Greene, A for Chloe

Sevigney (who portrayed Alig‘s girlfriend, Gitsie) and A+

for gender—bending rocker Marilyn Manson, who turned in |

a fine performance as transsexual Christina.
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OR contact Family & Friends at FamilyMag@aol.com or (901) 682—2669

and we‘ll email/mail you the appropriate form.
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Sign up and take a class a

LAVENDER UNlVERSlTY
This term we are offering the following three
courses, beginning May 14¢"
© GAYS & SOCIETY

_ @ GAYLITERATURE
© DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY

  

Stop by the MGLCC and pick up a
brochure today!!!

"TT(AFmemphis gay & leshiancommunity center      MGLCC + 892 South Cooper « Memphis « Tennessee ® 38104
www.mglec.org
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Discovery Channel Presents

EIBERTY

BELL /

Interactive exhibit featuring

Lt. Cmdr. "Gus" Grissom‘s

recently—recovered Mercury capsule

which was lost at sea in 1961.

Sponsored by:

Fed 5
Ote.

Pink Palace Museum

3050 Central Avenue — Info: 901—320—6320

www.memphismuseums.org
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For Your Famity

_

News & Eyents

FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

   

"Raindrops," the Lichterman Nature Center‘s interactive pre—
school program, is held on Tuesdays and repeated on
Wednesdays, from 10 to 11 a.m. On April 6 and 7, the subject is
"Eggs—traspecial Animals;" on April 13 and 14, "Crawly
Caterpillars;" on April 20 and 21, "Party for the Planet;" April 27
and 28, "Wonderful Wiggly Worms," and May 4 and 5, "Going
Buggy." The Lichterman Nature Center is located at 5992

Quince Road. Cost is $5 per child and chaperone. For more
information, call (901) 767—7322.

"Celebrate the Arts" is back for its sixth year at The Children‘s

Museum of Memphis, 2525 Central Avenue, on Saturday, April

24, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. The event is a unique collaboration

between The Children‘s Museum of Memphis, Memphis

Symphony Orchestra, Opera Memphis, Memphis Youth

Symphony, Theatre Memphis‘ ShoWagon and Memphis Dance

Group. Performances created just for kids will begin every half—

hour on the museum‘s stage. The event will include a series of

fun, interactive lecture/demonstrations and several hands—on
activity stations where children can experience dancing, acting
and music. Kids can meet the dancers, actors and musicians, as
well. This event is free with museum admission, which is $6 for
children (ages one to 12) and seniors (62+), and $7 for adults.
For more information, call (901) 458—2678 or go online to
www.cmom.com.

Teen volunteers are needed

The Children‘s Museum of Memphis is seeking participants
for its annual Teen Volunteer Program. The requirements include
being at least 13 years old by June and having the enthusiasm
to work with younger children. Teens work a minimum of two,
four—hour shifts each week. Deadline for applications is April 23.
Teens selected must interview for the position. Those selected
will be required to attend a training session. The program runs
June to August. For more information, call Brad Laney at (901)
458—2678, ext. 243.

Learn about Australia at IMAK

Australia: Land Before Time is the present feature offering at
the Union Planters IMAX Theater, located in the Memphis Pink
Palace Museum, 3050 Central Avenue, now through June 25,
with limited showings through Nov. 12.

Australia: Land Before Time is a breathtaking journey through
the exotic, surreal and dramatic natural environment of Australia,
the largest island in the world. With its endless coastline and vast
expanses of parched, sandy desert, this driest and flattest conti—
nent on Earth harbors unique inhabitants and striking scenery. Its
animals have adapted to survive, including kangaroos, koalas,
the platypus, echidna, perentie, emus, alligators and more.

From the miles of red, weathered sand dunes that characterize
the continent‘s famed Outback to the cascading waterfalls and lush
wildlife of its scattered rain forest, Australia is a land of extremes.

Tickets are $7.50 for adults, $7 for seniors and $6 for chil—
dren. For reservations, showtimes, or more information, call
(901) 320—6362.
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AND NOW A WORD FROM |

YOUR TEETH

Milonco,...lat
aP"
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Providing you with soothing,

comfortable treatment is our

business. Best of all ... we do

it with a soft, gentle touch.

  

 

  Painful teeth,

swollen gums, Make your teeth feel

unSIghtIy stains and good again!

bad breath ... Call for an appointment

These are messages __ today. We‘ll listen.

from your teeth We are a young and

which say i :

n p a growing dental practice

WE NEED HELP! which prides itself on

fairness and open—mindedness.

WILLIAM N. CASTLE, D.D.S.

General Dentistry

 

79 North Cooper St. (between Madison & Poplar) Memphis, TN 38104

*=.(901) 685—5008 *MID—SOUTH
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Greetings! I hope you and your fuzzy ones are
enjoying the warmer weather as my pup and | are.
There‘s just nothing like sunbathing in the after—

noon, rolling in the dirt and chasing the birds and the squirrels,
now is there?

As | was thinking about what to address this month, it
occurred to me that not all of our animal kids are of the feline or
the canine persuasion. Heck! Some of them don‘t even have
hair! So, in an effort to avoid discriminating against our feath—
ered, scaly or fuzzy rodent—type family members, | figured I‘d
focus on them this time around.

Most small animal clinics treat primarily dogs and cats.
However, there are veterinarians who are knowledgeable about
more exotic animals. If and when you are considering medical
care for a bird, snake, ferret or hamster in your life, check around
and find a vet who is comfortable treating your pet; there are vet—
erinary options out there for everyone.

One major issue that affects many owners of birds, rep—
tiles and amphibians is that of providing proper housing.
Many of the problems that people seek medical intervention
for are directly related to improper housing or diet with these
little creatures.

I‘ll be honest with you — I don‘t know a whole lot about
birds. I do know that an appropriate diet is a must, as well as
maintaining the cage at the right temperature and away from
drafts. Birds stress easily, so keeping their cage within the
correct temperature range is a must. For specifics to each
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Make your family complete

with a new best friend.

ie
n

Many wonderful animals are abandoned each year.

They are looking for a home with the care and understanding

that you can provide.

Bring a new friend into your family. You‘ll be surprised

at the loyalty and love they‘ll bring into yourlife.

Meet with an adoption counselor today and discover

Memphis Shelby County Humane Society

2238 Central Ave — Memphis, TN 38104

Hours: 11 am — 5 pm ~ M—S / 901—276—1753

Pet Waggin‘, mobile pet adoption van available for events,

 

Passionate Asout Pets

—

sy Kari:

  

breed, check with a vet or consult books or Internet
resources. Birds should have yearly checkups, although I
don‘t think they need to be vaccinated against anything. They
are fairly high—maintenance pets, however, so don‘t get one
unless you have the time to do upkeep and give them the
attention they want and deserve.

I own two ball pythons, so | know more about these little
guys. Pythons, and snakes in general, also have specific tem—
perature and humidity requirements. A snake kept at the wrong
temperature won‘t eat — that‘s not a good thing. Their tanks
also need to be maintained at a higher humidity level. I accom—
plish this by simply misting the snake once or twice a day with
a squirt bottle, which seems to do the trick. The humidity is
important, among other things, to allow them to shed easily.
One note on shedding: Always make sure that each time the
snake sheds, it does so completely, including the skin over the
eyes, known as the eye caps. Retained eye caps can cause
numerous problems, including skin irritations, infection and
reduced appetite.

Snakes need to have an area of the tank that is warmer
(exact temperature requirements depend on the species) to
bask in. | use a basking light that is on about 16 hours a day
(hooked up to a timer so | don‘t have to worry about turning
it on and off at certain times) and an under—the—tank heating
pad, which should be on the same end of the tank as the

See Passionate About Pets, page 37
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NOW WITH 2 LOCATIONS
TO BETTER SERVE YOU!

1379 Lamar, Suite B 2651 Union Ext.
(901) 274—9190 (901) 452—5000 |
 



Passionate About Pets

from page 36

basking light. The other end of the tank, then, stays a little
cooler, which creates a temperature gradient across the
tank, which is ideal for the snakes.

My snakes eat every two to four weeks (the younger one eats
more frequently). I feed frozen prey, which | get from a local clin—
ic/pet shop. If your snake will eat frozen (you do have to thaw it
out prior to feeding) as opposed to live, that is the safer option
for them. Live prey does fight back and can injure a snake‘s
mouth, face and eyes as they try to defend themselves. Also,
feeding frozen eliminates the risk of infecting the snake with
mites from the prey. Just as with birds, consult a vet or a rep—
utable resource for specifics about your particular species.
Snakes don‘t get yearly vaccinations, but a yearly checkup is
definitely advisable. It‘s far easier to treat problems that are just
starting, rather than beginning treatment once the problem has
really taken hold.

Besides birds and snakes, there are many other animals that
come into our homes as pets. Whatever you choose to be a part
of the family, from a hamster to a horse, always be aware of
where you can go for medical attention should the need arise.
Good medical care is out there; you just may have to do a little
research to locate the right vet for your pet.

 

This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views expressed in this
column are those of the writer and are not necessarily those of
Family & Friends Magazine or its staff. For serious problems, seek
professional help. Send questions to Family & Friends, PO. Box 771948,
Memphis, TN38177—1948, or email them to FamilyMag@aol.com.

Bew‘17ie Cats Meow!

 

The House ofMews
944 South Cooper

Memphis, TN38104
Cmape

Houseofmew@aol.com
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247 South Cooper ® Memphis
(901) 276—4041
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Dear Straight Up:

I am a straight woman and at work the other

day, my female co worker and I received sepa—

rate, rather large flower arrangements. We both were totally

surprised. Naturally, we thought they were from our hus—

band/boyfriend (I am married). When we read our cards, we

realized that they were from a young woman, another co

worker. My friend and I have gone out as friends with this

woman, and enjoyed many laughs. She recently told us that

she is a lesbian. The flowers were a nice gesture, but I‘m

afraid that she is getting the wrong idea. And to boot, my

friend encourages this woman. She will be overly flirtatious

with her. She invites her along to lunch or dinner with us

and with others. I‘m worried that things may get out of hand.

What can I do?

Hon,

There isn‘t much you can do about your friend‘s behavior.

However, if you are uncomfortable, you can always let it go for

now. However, if it continues to bother you to the point you are

obsessing, you may want to pull this young woman aside and

have a talk with her. When you speak to her, thank her for the

flowers and the friendship. However, be strong in your inten—

tions in this friendship. If receiving gifts from her makes you too

uncomfortable, explain this, as well. Setting clear and consis—

tent boundaries with others is always the best advice anyone

can give. If the cards are laid out on the table no one can be

Creternettt
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accused of cheating.As for your co—worker, she will have to eventually deal withwhatever arises as a result of her encouraging behavior.Chances are this young woman will take the flirtatious behav—ior as a sign of reciprocation for her gifts, and may push theenvelope farther at a later date. Then, your friend will have tomake a decision.Pulling this individual aside long before that happens willprobably avoid a possible embarrassing scene, wherein some—one‘s feelings get hurt.
Dear Straight Up,I am a 34—year old, in—the—closet, bisexual male. I usuallygo to the local chat rooms on the Internet to check outwhat‘s going on and read the profiles.I was sent a message by a new guy. We chatted off andon and after a couple of weeks, we met in person. Fact is,we met and I fell head—over—heels for him. He is 14 years myjunior; he said he would rather be with older guys. Wetalked and got together a few times, but something downdeep in my heart told me he was way too good for me. Buthe told me that wasn‘t so and | was the only one for him.But, because I was really unsure of his true feelings, Imade up a fake profile and entered the chatroom where Iknew he was online. Sure enough, he sent me a message.He inquired as to my stats and wanted to know if I liked tocuddle and kiss. I asked if he was attached; the answer was"no." I said, "There just aren‘t any good guys out there,"and he agreed. Busted!When I emailed him to say I was sorry and knew it would—n‘t last, he responded that what I did was unacceptable. Wehave now broken off all communication.Why can‘t men be forthcoming as to their true inten—tions? Was what I did wrong? After all, I‘m only trying toprotect myself from getting hurt in the long haul of things.Curious George
Dear George,Oh Mother Mary and Joseph! Grow up! And while you are atit, you may want to call a "self—esteem cab" and take a ride (ortwo) on the freeway!Since you are 34 years old, I am assuming you are no longerin high school. You purposely and consciously sabotaged apotential relationship. Why? You allowed your self—doubt to takeover. First, you must deal with your sexuality — come to accept itand love yourself for it. After you pass self—acceptance, you willbe able to move into the dating—experimenting—hot love round ofthe human sexuality game (I like this round). Learn from yourexperience, and do not repeat it! Please rememberto love your—self first, and then go find another!
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J. Shane Wilson has a master‘s degree in the counseling fieldfrom The University of Memphis. He presently is a LicensedProfessional Counselor residing in Houston, Texas. The opinionsexpressedare not necessarily those of the magazine. Forseriousproblems, seek professional help. Send questions to Family &Friends, PO. Box 771948, Memphis, TN 38177—1948, or emailthem to FamilyMag@aol.com.



 

Bill Nolte

from page 8

F&F: Do you have any advice to give our younger readers

seeking a career on the stage?

Nolte: It‘s very, very hard. And if there is anything else you

can do, do it. If you feel drawn to it, I think college training is

advisable. There are several really good places to study to

decide if it is what you want to do. After graduation, you have an

option to move to New York City or Los Angeles, depending on

where your talents are most suited. A few years in college to

decide if it is how you want to spend the rest of your life (is worth

it). Acting is a hard job with a lot of rejection, incredible highs and

incredible lows.

F&F: And what about The Producers; how does it appeal to

the gay/lesbian audience member?

Nolte: Producers is totally geared to the gay audience. One of

the show—stopping numbers is "Keep It Gay," about an over—the—

top, gay director who has the Village People living in the apart—

ment with him. Mel Brooks has improved on the movie. It is very

funny. And I think that gay audiences will definitely enjoy the show.

Showtimes for The Producers are Tuesday to Thursday, 7:30

p.m., Fridays and Saturdays, 8 p.m.; Sunday, April 18, at 7 p.m.,

Sunday, April 25, at 6 p.m. Matinees are set for Saturdays, April

17 and 24, at 2 p.m.; Sunday, April 18, at 1:30 p.m. and Sunday,

April 25, at 1 p.m.

Tickets range in price from $27.50 to $65 and are available

by calling (901) 525—3000.
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QUOTE [] UnQUOTE —sy Rex WocKknErR

"I had no idea that when I started performing in |
that bathhouse years ago that decades later |
would be in that same damn bathhouse. But hon—

estly, I love my boys in the gay community. You guys are proba—

bly the most loyal fans I have!"

—Bette Mldler to the Las Vegas Bugle, Feb. 15.

“Spanish is funny that way. You can mimic and fool an.
English—speaking audience into believing that you‘re a spicy, —
flamboyant boy wonder, but back in the Latin Americas there‘s —
no room for flamboyant pizzazz. It‘s pretty cut—and—dried/straight
or gay. —My mom took one lookat Ricky (Martin‘s Spanish—lan—
guage music video), shook her head, and said, 'Pobrecrto
meaning ‘poor thing.""

sol — Colummst Paulo Murillo in Los Angeless Fab!, Feb. 27.

“Gay people arechasmg after all the thingsthat straight peo—
ple hate. We want to get married, we want to bein the military,
we want to have children and these are all things that straight _
people are running from in droves."
— Comedy writer and "Hollywood Square” Bruce Vllanch

to St Louis‘s Vital Voice, Feb. 27

"The Bush Admlnlstratlon wants to change the positive, inclu—
sive direction of our Constitution by calling for an amendment
that authorizes dlscrlmlnatlon on the basis of sexual orientation
Well, I say, no way."
—— Barbra Streisand addressmg a HumanRights
Campalgn dinner March 6 in Los Angeles.

"http//wwwloveisloveislove.com"
— The URL of comedian Margaret Chos new“Marrlage

Equality Resource Page

"L ain‘t into faggots. I don‘t like gay people around me
because I‘m not comfortable with what their thoughts are. I‘m not
prejudiced. I just don‘t go with gay people and kick it — we don‘t
have that much in common. I‘d rather hang out with a stralght

dude. But women who like women, that‘s cool."
— Rapper 50Cent to Playboy magazine, April issue.

(Showtime‘s "The L Word"), those stereotypes are, like, from 30
years ago! We‘re not actually doing them anymore. If they start.
getting into totally sexually ambiguous glrly boys or tranny gals
then you‘re getting the contemporary view."
— Lesbian comedian Kate Clinton to the Windy City

Times, Feb 25. .

—— "They (gays) kept me alive when | got into trouble with the

Johnson administration. As long as they kept looking for my

records and imitating me, then of course my name was always

alive, so I‘m very grateful to them."

— Eartha Kitt to the Miami gay newspaper The Weekly
News, Feb. 12.

— "Thomas Herndon wrote on March 6 that allowmgsame—sex
marriagewould ‘further erode the moral fabric of America.‘ I have

been in a same—sex relationship for 28 years. The sacredness of .
thisrelationship has taught me to open my heart to love and my

mind to truth and maturity. Learning to love another person more
than myself has been an astonishing liberation. Where is the
immorality in this? I have a hunch that Christ would be pleased."
— Actor Richard Chamberlain ("Dr. Kildare") in a letter to

the Honolulu Advertiser, March 18.

"I guess the real reason to oppose gay marriage is that God
is opposed to it, as certifiedby Leviticus (Lev. 20:30). Because
this is an actual book of the Bible, we must obey everything it
says literally, which is why Bill Cosby, Newt Gingrich, Albert:
Einstein and Bill Clinton have all been duly put to death for adul—
tery, the prescribed punishment (Lev. 20:10). Or why anyone
who shaves his head(Lev. 21:5) or wears clothing made from
both wool andlinen together (Lev. 19:19) or marries a divorced
woman (Lev. 21:7) has been publicly condemned as a sinner. Or
whyany married couple that has sex when the woman is men—

has been banished from civilized society and left to
wander the earth (Lev. 20:18). .
— Gene Weingarten wrmng in the Washington Post,

March 21. f

"Gay and lesbian people have families, and their families
should have legal protection, whether by marriage or civil union.
A constitutional amendment banning same—sex marriage is a
form of gay bashing and it would do nothing at all to protect tra—

_ ditional marriages."
— Coretta Scott King, widow of Dr. Martln Luther King,

Jr., in a March 23 speech at The Richard Stockton College
of New Jersey.

"I’m sure some people will criticize mefor coming out so late.
To them, | say simply, I wasn‘t ready until now. If gay rights is
about anything, it should be about letting people come out on

— their own timetable and on their ownterms."
— LPGA golfer Rosie Jones writing in The New York

Times, March 20. |

"I think in the general populace more people are afraid of anal
_ sex than death — of being on the receiving end of it. When peo—

ple talk about gonng off to pnson they never talk about being

R A — 4 —— killed in prison.".
— "When people talk about how the stereotypes aren‘t on — —— "Queer As Folk‘s" Hal: Sparks (Michael) to The

Advocate, March 30

"You knowwhat I am gay, but mysexuahty has never been my

_ defining quality. It‘s just a fact. My life is defined by my friends and

by my interests, and I happen to be passionate about good design."

— "Queer Eye for the Straight Guy‘s" Thom Filicia to The _

New York Times, March 25.

"I do consider myself omnisexual. ... I cannot really say that I

— will only always be with women or | will only always be with men."

—Singer Sophie B. Hawkins to the Palm Springs gay

magazine, The Bottom Line, March 19.
 

Quotes compiled by Rex Wockner, whohas reported news for the

gay press since 1985. His work has appeared in more than 200 gay

publications. He has a B.A. in journalism from Drake University, started

his career as a radio reporter and has written extensively for the main—

stream media, as well. ___ :
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She is one busy woman. It‘s one thing to say, "theater is your

life," it‘s another to live, breathe and eat it 24/7 for three straight

years. Playhouse on the Square resident company member,

Angela Groeschen, the star of Playhouse on the Square‘s

immensely popular The Wizard of Oz, on stage now through

April 18, is arguably the hardest working woman in Memphis

today, and has no plans for letting up.

In an effort to talk to her about playing our community‘s "spe—

cial friend," we had to interrupt her work on publicity for POTS‘s

upcoming production of Picnic. That‘s right, when she‘s not

onstage or in rehearsal, she spends her time doing publicity for

the theater and/or teaching local Memphis children the art of act—

ing. She and her fiance, Michael Ingersoll (another POTS resi—

dent company member) have just signed on for another year at

Memphis‘s only professional theater and was more than willing

to share her experience of playing that infamous girl with those

ruby slippers.

F&F: It‘s great that you‘ve decided to stay on another year,

but what made you decide to stay?

Groeschen: It‘s wonderful having the security here that

Michael and | have, plus we are just starting to get into

voice—over work and commercials, which is helping to con—

tribute to our financial security before we move on to

Chicago or New York. Also, there are some shows on the

upcoming season that are going to really "beef up" both of

our resumes next year. Finally, we just really like it in

Memphis. We know that we now have a home here that we

can always come back to anytime.

F&F: You and your finance have played the leads in about 14

to 15 straight shows. That sounds exhausting.

Groeschen: It‘s been such an educational experience and

we‘ve gotten to play such a variety of roles (most notably,

Batboy: The Musical; Macbeth, and 1 Love You, Your Perfect,

Now Change).

F&F: Let‘s talk about The Wizard of Oz. | haven‘t seen it yet;

so tell me, how similar is this production to the movie?

Groeschen: No, it‘s not straight out of the movie. That was a

big debate when we started working on this show, but there is a

certain desire to satisfy the audience‘s expectations, but you

don‘t have to completely imitate the movie because it‘s already

so ingrained in the head of American culture that people will fill

in most of the blanks themselves, so we could depart and make

some things rather unique. | know that our director, Shorey

Walker (Grease and Peter Pan) updated a lot of the musical

styles — "Somewhere Over The Rainbow" is now very "pop"

sounding and the Winkies do this hip—hop dance a la a rock con—

cert. It‘s very funny. The audience also is given green glasses to

look through for when we get to Emerald City.

F&F: What‘s been the reaction from audiences who love the

movie so much and this version?

Groeschen: Oh, they love it! People expecting the movie get

enough of a pleasant "breath of fresh air," and enough tradition—

al, comfortable moments. Shorey pulled from four different

sources for this production (The Royal Shakespeare Company‘s

stage version, the book, the movie and a 1912 version of the

play). It‘s very interesting to watch. We‘ll be going along on stage

in a scarecrow scene that is verbatim from the movie and then,
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all of a sudden, these crows enter the stage and start singing,which comes from the RSC version. We also do the "Jitterbug"number that was cut from the movie.F&F: What kind of pressure is there on you to borrow fromJudy Garland‘s performance?Groeschen: | had that same big challenge when I did ThePhiladelphia Story recently. The director of that production and Iwanted to go down that road and definitely replicate that period,that style, that person (Katharine Hepburn), which some peopleloved and some people hated. It‘s a choice that we went withvery strongly. With Dorothy, there‘s plenty of this characteralready built into my self consciousness that, although I‘m cer—tainly not aware of it happening, I‘m sure aspects of JudyGarland‘s performance do come through to a certain extent (I‘veseen the movie hundreds of times). So, no, I‘ve never made aconscious choice to imitate Judy Garland. In fact, I had to divertmyself from the movie so that I could come up with my own takeas much as possible.I did a lot of study of the Jungian psychology of symbolsand analysis. I had to get my head somewhere that was excit—ing for me and not copy the movie. The journey for myself asan actress every night doesn‘t feel like what | experiencewhen | watch Judy Garland perform the same role. The feel—ings for her and my experiences onstage are totally different.I‘m taking from the actors I‘m on stage with every night, notwhat 1 expect them to be. For example, our Lion (HarryCulpepper) is not at all like Burt Lahr, in fact, he‘s very fey,very funny. One of the biggest challenges for me was that Iwanted to make my relationships with the Scarecrow, the TinMan and the Lion very clear and distinct from each other. I‘mvery "buddy buddy" with the Scarecrow (Brian James Porter);I have a big, hard—core crush on the Tin Man (MichaelIngersoll), and I mother the Lion constantly.F&F: Without forcing you to become too philosophical, whydo you think this show has had such a profound effect on thegay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender community?Groeschen: Well, in my research for the show, | ran acrosssome theories as to why gay people were so attracted to JudyGarland, particularly in The Wizard of Oz. | think many in theGLBT community can identify with that child who feels no one athome understands them and must forge out into the world to findtheir own identity. And once they get out into the world, realizingthey can‘t use the tools they were given growing up, must nowutilize new tools as they‘re discovered. Even the "home" every—one is looking for is the realization that you must be comfortablewith yourself. So, this is what I think reverberates so strongly inthis community.F&F: Well said. Thank you for taking a few minutes out ofyour busy theater schedule to talk to us. Now, get back to work!Showtimes for The Wizard of Oz are Fridays at 7 p.m., andSaturdays and Sundays at 2 p.m. Tickets are $26 for adults; $18for seniors; $16 for students and military personnel and $12 forchildren. Playhouse on the Square is located at 51 SouthCooper. For tickets or more information, call the Playhouse onthe Square Box Office at (901) 726—4656.Family & Friends Magazine is a proud media sponsor of TheWizard of Oz.
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ETCfeatures lesbians, a queen

Emerald Theatre Company presents a duo of plays now

through April 11 at TheatreWorks, 2085 Monroe Avenue behind

Overton Square. The Madness of Lady Bright is a searing and

revealing look at the world of an aging drag queen and his/her

mental demise. Vampire Lesbians of Sodom tells the saga of two

fatally—seductive vampiresses whose paths cross throughout the

centuries. Showtimes are 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday, April 9

and 10, and 2 p.m. Sunday, April 11. Tickets are $10 each.

Reservations can be made by calling (901) 722—9302.

UofM to stage Everyman

The University of Memphis Department of Theatre and Dance

will stage Everyman Thursday through Saturday, April 8 to 10,

and Wednesday through Saturday, April 14 to 17. All shows

begin at 8 p.m. In the best known medieval morality play,

Everyman is sent to his grave by Death. On his journey, he

encounters a variety of friends, portrayed in ways you never

imagined — through movement, mask and puppetry. Tickets are

$15 for adults and $10 for students and senior citizens. For more

information, call (901) 678—2576 or go online to www.mem—

phis.edu/theatre.

The Circuit Playhouse, 1705 Poplar Avenue, will stage

Sophisticated Ladies April 16 to May 23. This sensational music

revue celebrates the life of the legendary Duke Ellington. In

Sophisticated Ladies, the Duke‘s music is immortalized on the

stage, covering such favorites as "Take the ‘A¥‘ Train," "Satin

Doll," "Mood Indigo," "In a Sentimental Mood" and "It Don‘t Mean

a Thing If It Ain‘t Got That Swing." Sophisticated Ladies is direct—

ed and choreographed by Emma Crystal.

Showtimes are Thursdays to Saturdays at 8 p.m., and

Sundays at 2 p.m. Tickets are $22 for adults; $18 for sen—

iors; $16 for students and military personnel, and $12 for

children. The Pay—What—You—Can performance is set for

Thursday, April 22, at 8 p.m. For more information or tickets,

call (901) 726—4656.

Playhouse to stage Picnic

Playhouse on the Square, 51 South Cooper, will present

Picnic April 30 to June 6. Picnic earned playwright William Inge

a Pulitzer Prize in 1953. A timeless coming—of—age story, Picnic

offers romantic insight into the souls of five women who, in 1953,

never had to fight for anything before. Directed by Michael

Detroit, the cast includes Michael Ingersoll, Meg Geer, Angela

Groeschen and Leah Bray Nichols. Showtimes are Thursdays to

Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 2 p.m. Tickets are $26 for

adults; $18 for seniors; $16 for students and military personnel,

and $12 for children. The Pay—What—You—Can performance is set

for Wednesday, May 5, at 8 p.m. For more information or tickets,
call (901) 726—4656.

Women take holiday in country

The New Moon Theatre will present Fefu and Her Friends, by

Maria Irene Fornes, at Theatreworks, located at 2085 Monroe

behind Overton Square, April 15 through May 1. This Obie

Award—winning play follows a group of women, each struggling

with their own identity, who have gathered at a country home.

There, they perform a dance of words, exploring peripheral rela—

tionships, past bonds of love and pain, feminine strength and the

ways women can love and sabotage each other. Showtimes are

8 p.m. Thursdays through Saturdays. Tickets are $12.50 and

$10 each and are available by calling toll—free (877) 367—6585 or
online at www.newmoontheatre.org. An Internet—only special of
buy one ticket, get one free (up to four) is available. Also, the
opening night will be followed by a reception featuring live music

by Teresa Pate and catering by Tastefully Simple.

 

Looking for a back issue?

Call (901) 682—2669
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AT THEATREWORKS

April 211, 2004

The Madness of

Lady Bright staring Den—Nickolas Smith

Directed by Hal Harmon

VAMPIRE LFSBIANS

Directed by Hal Hamm OF §@P@M

Showtimes:

Fridays & Saturdays

8 p.m. For reservations,

Sundays « 2 p.m. call 901.722.9302

 

Tickets: $10
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Agouron Pharmaceuticals, the makers of

Viracept, is committed to the discovery,

development, manufacturing and marketing

of innovative therapeutic products

engineered to inactivate proteins that play

key roles in cancer, AIDS

and other serious diseases.

  

HIV/AIDSEnvertion101 —

Question: Can I get HIV while playing sports?

Answer: There are no documented cases of HIV being trans—

mitted during participation in sports. The very low risk of trans—

mission during sports participation would involve sports with

direct body contact in which bleeding might be expected to

occur. If someone is bleeding, their participation in the sport

should be interrupted until the wound stops bleeding and is both
antiseptically cleaned and securely bandaged. There is no risk
of HIV transmission through sports activities where bleeding
does not occur.

HIV/AIDS TESTING SITES & INFORMATION

Memphis & Shelby County Health Department

814 Jefferson Avenue, Room 221

7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Monday to Friday

Testing conducted on teens, ages 13 and up, without

parental consent. HIV Test Cost: FREE

For more information, call (901) 544—6808

  

 

Memphis Regional Planned Parenthood

1407 Union Avenue, Third Floor

8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday—Thursday 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Friday

FREE OraSure testing for ages 13—24

Over age 24: $35 blood test — $40 OraSure

For more information, call (901) 544—6808

Friends For Life & The Positive Living Center

1384 Madison Avenue / 1000 South Cooper

Call Friends For Life for dates and times

FREE OraSure — appointments may be required

For more information, call (901) 272—0855

New Directions Inc.

4466 Elvis Presley, Suite #310

8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday — Friday

Appointments Required

HIV Test Cost: FREE

  

 

Question: Why is injecting drugs a risk for
HIV2

Answer: At the start of every intravenous injec—
tion, blood is introduced into the needle and syringe. HIV can be
found in the blood of a person infected with the virus. The reuse
of a blood—contaminated needle or syringe by another drug injec—
tor (sometimes called "direct syringe sharing") carries a high risk
of HIV transmission because infected blood can be injected
directly into the bloodstream. Sharing drug equipment (or

"works") can be a risk for spreading HIV. Infected blood can be
introduced into drug solutions by using blood contaminated

syringes to prepare drugs; reusing water; reusing bottle caps,
spoons or other containers ("spoons" and "cookers") used to dis—
solve drugs in water and to heat drug solutions, or reusing small

pieces of cotton or cigarette filters ("cottons") used to filter out
particles that could block the needle. "Street sellers" of syringes
may repackage used syringes and sell them as sterile syringes.
It is important to know that sharing a needle or syringe for any
use, including skin popping and injecting steroids, can put one at
risk for HIV and other blood—borne infections.
 

  
For more information, call (901) 346—5497

  

  

 

Agencies provide HIVcounseling and testing at various

health fairs and community events throughout the year.
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Reprinted from the website of Centers for Disease Control &
Prevention, National Center for HIV, STD and TB Preventions at
www.cdo.gov/hiv/pubs/faq.

Friends For Life feels impact

of decreased Ryan White

funding, changes are made

In January, Friends For Life Corporation (FFL) received noti—
fication it had been awarded $868,000 in Ryan White Title II
funds for the period April 1, 2004, through March 31, 2005.
Unfortunately, this thrilling news was short—lived. A few weeks
later, FFL received some disturbing news: the HIV/AIDS service
organization‘s Ryan White Title II funds were being cut by more
than half, to $357,000, a loss of $511,000.

"The Ryan White Title II funding to Friends For Life was cut
because two additional cities, Baton Rouge, La., and Indianapolis,
Ind., became eligible for the pot of money (the Emerging
Community Fund) that was originally set aside for Memphis and
Nashville only," said FFL Executive Director Kim Moss.

See FFL funding cuts, page 46

 



 

The first quarter of 2004, has been award—

winning for Friends For Life as three honors

have been bestowed upon the HIV/AIDS

service organization, two from Hands On

Memphis and one from The American

Association of Webmasters.

On Feb. 7, Friends For Life‘s Feast For

Friends program was honored by being named

the winner of the Tour Guide Award from Hands

On Memphis. In addition, John Carter, a dedi—

cated Hands On Memphis volunteer who also

works with Feast For Friends, received the

Hands On Memphis Visionary Award for his

work through Feast For Friends.

Hands On Memphis is a non—profit organiza—

tion that has provided volunteer opportunities

for the Memphis community for more than a

decade. Both nominations were made by Alice

LeVieux Donohoe, director of the education

and community program at The Orpheum, who

also serves as the lead volunteer from Hands

On Memphis for Feast For Friends.

"When | returned to Memphis four years

ago, Feast For Friends was my first regular vol—

unteer commitment," Donohoe said in making

her nomination of the program. "Feast For

Friends brings a cross section of people from

professionals, senior—aged volunteers and the

homeless to college students and parents and

children together to serve and share a meal.

"I went back time and time again because of

the community at these dinners," she contin—

ued. "We talk, laugh, eat and learn. There are

many misconceptions about Feast For Friends.

We are not a soup kitchen. We are a communi—

ty dinner where people wear name tags and

use each other‘s names. We have a chef,

appetizers, salads, entrees and dessert. We

know each other‘s faces, share stories and,

unfortunately, sometimes loss.

"Last week a client brought a school news—

paper with an article on her daughter, one vol—

unteer lives in the projects and still finds a way

to share her life with others," Donohoe‘s nomi—

nation read. "Vincent is homeless and I‘ve seen

him every other week for almost four years. |

cannot put into words what this project of

Friends For Life truly is for me. It is as big and

confusing as life, but at the same time, intimate

and nurturing like a family. My place is behind

the counter at St. John‘s (United Methodist

Church, where the dinners are held the second

and fourth Mondays of each month) and, as

cheesy as it sounds, this project is the most

rewarding volunteering I‘ve ever experienced

because it‘s real life, issues, people and it is

truly a community.

"Friends For Life should win ... because they

value life and treat everyone with respect,"

Donohoe wrote. "All their projects focus on mak—

ing individuals part of the community and help

them find a place, their own individual place."

As for Donohoe‘s nomination of Carter, it

read, "Johnny is amazing. Let me start by say—

ing when he comes, he takes out the garbage

at the end of the night, which, when you serve

a three—course meal to 60 to 120 people, is a lot

of trash.

"He pitches in; anticipates what to do, like a

spill, he‘s on it; talks to the clients by name;

makes us laugh, and is a dear friend to all the

regular Feast For Friends volunteers," she con—

tinued. "When he is there, everything runs

smoothly because we work as a team because

of our history at this project. His commitment to

Hands On Memphis and this project is strong,

solid and heart—felt."

Word of the third award came from Kevin

Reed, Friends For Life‘s webmaster and

agency volunteer.

"The Friends For Life website has been hon—

ored with the Gold Award from The American

Association of Webmasters," Reed wrote. "The

Gold Award is the top level of honor. Our site

was reviewed by a panel of website profession—

als from across the country and they scored

and rated our site based on an extensive list of

qualities that distinguish true professional web—

sites from others.

"Unlike many awards, this award is not just

given out because someone knew someone, or

just because the site was submitted, or

because it just serves a specific group," he con—

tinued. "This was a truly competitive program

that honors quality websites based on design

and content."

Reed has volunteered countless hours to

reconstruct, create and totally redesign the

Friends For Life website, all of which made this

award possible.

According to The American Association of

Webmasters Awards Committee, "We see all the

hard work and dedication that you have put into

constructing your website and your efforts are

well deserved. Your site displays Excellent

Design and Layout of Website, with quality con—

tent and informative information for your visitors."

You can see for yourself the award—winning

FFL website at www.friendsforlifecorp.org.

 

YOU CAN BE A

FRIEND FOR LIFE, TOO

by volunteering your time

Just call Angela at

901.272.0855
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FFL funding cuts

from page 44

According to Moss, the Ryan White Act set up four titles of

funding: one, supplies and medical funding for cities with the

most HIV/AIDS cases; two, supportive and medical funding for

all cities based on the number of reported HIV/AIDS cases;

three, funding for early intervention services, and four, funding

for families. FFL receives the Title II funding; other organizations

in Memphis receive Title II, III and IV funding.

When the Ryan White Act was implemented, Memphis didn‘t

have enough HIV/AIDS cases to be included in the Title I

requirements to receive funding, Moss explained. Later, as the

number of HIV/AIDS cases in Memphis rose, Title | funds were

not available because no more cities were being added to Title |

Memphis Regional

Planned Parenthood".

Confidential STD and HIV/AIDS Testing

For Men and Women — 725—1717

&
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allotments. So, in 2001, Senator Bill Frist, being from

Tennessee, established the Emerging Community Fund so that

much—needed funding could be provided to Memphis and

Nashville as those cities‘ number of HIV/AIDS cases neared

those in the larger, Title I—funded cities.

How has the funding cut impacted FFL?

According to Moss, funding for the following staff positions

was eliminated: one fulltime Wellness University director

($40,000), one fulltime Buddy Program director ($30,000), one

fulltime and one halftime van driver ($37,000 combined) and

three fulltime outreach case managers ($93,000 combined).

However, due to the administrative strength at FFL, the impact

of the funding cuts won‘t be as severe as it will be in April 2005.

"In the April 1, 2004, to March 31, 2005, Ryan White fiscal

year, we‘ve been able to shift funds to continue paying for sup—

portive services," Moss began. "The Wellness University direc—

tor‘s salary is being sought from HOPWA (Housing Opportunities

for Persons With AIDS). The Buddy Program director position is

being eliminated completely and continuation funding will be

sought from other sources. One fulltime van driver position is

being eliminated. One halftime van driver is being requested

from HOPWA. One of the outreach case managers will serve as

case manager in the TBRA housing program, which began in

March. The remaining case manager has been moved into the

prevention program."

Additional changes implemented due to the funding

cuts include:

« The Positive Living Center was moved from leased space at

First Congregational Church to FFL‘s building at 28 North

Claybrook in March.

See FFL funding cuts, page 47
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Those who are HlV-Posttwe (and their partners)
can attend April 12 & 26 from 6 to 8 p.m

For location and information, call (901) 272—0855
  Funded in part by the Mid—South AIDS Fund 



 

Cloud9‘s yender—bhending causes laughs

Two worlds, two centuries, two genders and endless possi—

bilities! Cary! Churchill‘s award—winning Cloud 9, a hilarious riff

on class, sex and race, will be performed on the Next Stage at

Theatre Memphis, 630 Perkins Extended, April 9 to 24.

The natives are restless and the British are randy! Welcome

to colonial Africa in the heyday of Queen Victoria, when the men

were manly and the women knew their place. Directed by Brian

Mott, and featuring an energetic and talented cast, Cloud 9 is, in

Act One, as frothy as a Feydeau farce. Act Two turns a little

more serious as it fast—forwards 100 years into Margaret

Thatcher‘s England — using the same characters who, some—

what miraculously, have aged only a quarter of a century in the

process. Bring your willing suspension of disbelief!

That‘s not the only twist. The actors double and sometimes

triple in roles. Betty, the dutiful wife of Act One (Jimmy LeDuc),

comes back as a sincere, but hypocritical male feminist

wannabe. The domineering Clive (David Perry) reappears in Act

Two as the street savvy gay hustler Gerry. His lover, the sub—

missive Edward (Pete Montgomery), appears first as the cheeky

and sly African servant. Mary Hollis Inboden captures the roles

of Act One Edward (as a nine—year old), as well as his own 60ish

mother in Act Two.
 

FFL funding cuts

from page 46

"This will further consolidate the programs of Friends For Life

and eliminate the cost of rent for the former site being used for

the PLC," Moss said.

* The fulltime PLC assistant, funded by HOPWA, is being

eliminated and volunteers will be used to staff this position. The

former PLC assistant will become a case manager in the TBRA

housing program.

In addition, FFL, due to the foresight of its executive director,

was able to channel unexpected funds in the current grant peri—

od to help pre—pay expenses, such as gasoline for the trans—

portation program, food for the Food Pantry and other client—

related services.

Since the administrative plan of how to handle the funding

cuts was unveiled, Moss received word regarding the requested

HOPWA funding, noting that HOPWA will provide funds for the

Wellness University and the transportation program. The Buddy

Program has been merged into the Volunteer Program so that it

may continue, he added.

"The impact is that this is a wake—up call," Moss said. "We‘ve

been hearing for sometime that the Ryan White money was

going to decrease for supportive services. Medical treatment

must come first.

"As our country continues to struggle with the increasing cost

of health care, available funds, such as Ryan White Title II, will

continue to be funneled into medical treatment, which will

decrease the amount of money available for HIV/AIDS support—

ive services," he continued.

"The real impact will be felt April 1, 2005, and at this point,

there‘s no way to say what the true impact will be, but I can say

this: If the Emerging Community Fund funds are not replaced,

beginning April 1, 2005, it could be devastating, not only to

Friends For Life, but other agencies in Memphis receiving Ryan

White Title II funds," Moss concluded.

In Act One, Leigh Ann

Evans takes on two roles:

the tenderhearted and

closeted lesbian in love _."

with Betty, as well as _

the strident widow

neighbor being pur—

sued by Clive. In Act

Two, she‘s Victoria, a

woman experimenting

with bisexuality.

Harry (Marques

Brown), the intrepid

explorer who seems

to have an interest

in sleeping with just

about anyone,

reappears as

Cathy, a charm—

ingly obnoxious

four—year old.

And Shelly

Yeager takes

on the roles of

Maud, Betty‘s

overbearing—

ly proper

mother in Act

One, and

Lin, Cathy‘s

mother and

outspoken @

lesbian in Act Two.

The possibilities and permutations are practically endless.

For an evening of thought—provoking laughter, you won‘t want to

miss Cloud 9!

Showtimes for Cloud 9 are 7:30 p.m. Thursdays; 8 p.m.

Fridays and Saturdays, and 2 p.m. Sundays. Tickets are $15 for

adults; $12 for youth, ages 12 to 18, and for college students

with valid college ID. A special $3 discount for the first five per—

formances is available on any adult ticket purchased for per—

formances set for April 9, 10, 15, 16 or 17.

For more information or tickets, call the Theatre Memphis Box

Office at (901) 682—8323.

NOTE: Cloud 9 contains strong language and adult situ—

ations.

Family & Friends is a proud media sponsor of Cloud 9.

  

                   

  

 

TENNESSEE PISABILITY INFORMATION &

REFERRAL OFFICE
6. John E. Kennedy Center, Vanderbilt University

Phone: (615) 322—8529 (Voice) » (800) 640—INFO (4636)

(615) 343—2958 (TDD) » (800) 273—9595 (TDD)
E—mail: carole.moore—slater@vanderbilt.edu
Website: http:/www.vanderbilt.edu/kennedy/findse.html

This officeprovides information about disability supports and
community services available to individuals, families, and agencies in TN.
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MempmsRestaurant Guide

AREA RESTAURANTS

BARI Southeaster Italian

22 S. Cooper

(901) 722—2244

Bogie‘s Delicatessen

2098 LaSalle Place

(901) 272—0022

The Brushmark

1934 Poplar (in the Brooks)

(901) 544—6225

Buns On The Run

2150 Elzey Avenue

(901) 278—BUNS

Cafe Ole

2127 Young Avenue

(901) 274—1504

Cafe Society

212 N. Evergreen

(901) 722—2177
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Grill ‘n‘ Bar

326 S. Cleveland

(901) 725—9809

Melange

948 S. Cooper

(901) 276—0002

Molly‘s La Casita

2006 Madison Avenue

(901) 726—1873

One Love Cafe

2158 Central Avenue

(901) 722—7878

One More Bar & Grill

2117 Peabody

(901) 278—MORE

Barksdale Restaurant

237 South Cooper

(901) 722—2193

MADGONAVE

UNION AVE

ot
PEABODY AVE.

CENTRAL AVE.

Young Avenue Deli

2119 Young Avenue

(901) 278—0034

Zinnie‘s East

1718 Madison Avenue

(901) 274—7101

Pie In The Sky Pizza

2149 Young Avenue

(901) 276—7437

UNION AVE.

TOBEY
FIELD/PARK

Map is not to scale

Not all streets are shown
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NOT ON MAP

Pancho‘s Mexican Restaurant

* 717 N. Whitestation

(901) 685—5404

* 87 S. Second Street

(901) 522—0011

RP Tracks

3547 Walker Street

(901) 327—1471

SsoGo

1255 Goodman Road

Horn Lake, MS

(662) 349—6565

Twain‘s

inside Sam‘s Town Tunica

(800) 456—0711
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DINING OUT IN THE HEART OF

M E MOP H1 S

  AResTAURANT Review By LAER GIB RETAE

fiBarksdaleRESTAURAN
OPEN TO SERVE YOU

Monday—Friday, 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Saturday—Sunday, 7 a.m. to 2 p.m.

237 South Cooper
(901) 722—2193 

 

PIE IN THE SKY"For a change from the ordinary.
2149 Young Avenue

(901) 276—7437  

Midtown welcomes
Jasmine to C—¥ area

Jasmine, located at 916 South
Cooper, is a new addition to the
Cooper—Young area, having
opened its doors Oct. 28, 2003.

It is more cozy than some of
the other midtown/downtown Thai
restaurants that many of us have
experienced. The restaurant is
inside a nicely renovated house
located between the Memphis
Gay & Lesbian
Center and Tsunami Restaurant.

Mrs. Pam Fong, who is from
Bangkok, Thailand, is the owner
of this delightful establishment.
Fong‘s restaurant experience
stems from previously being a

Dinme Out
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The "Monkey" Is BACK!  
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A La CasitaMEXICAN RESTAURANT

2006
Madison

A901) 726—1873  
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Dining Out

«( from page 49

partner in a restaurant in Thailand before she moved to
the United States 21 years ago. Her first restaurant ven—
ture in America was Jasmine, which was previouslylocat—
ed in a strip center on Covington Pike from 1990until its
move to Midtown in late 2003. Jasmine has now takenon
that certain midtown charm that will undoubtedly make it
a popular venue for Thai food for many years to come.

__ Fong said she made the move in light of a large number
of loyal Midtown customers who often frequented the
Covington Pike location, not to mention her desire to own

her own building.

Fong has threeadult children all of whom are present—
ly in college and all of whom assist in the operation of the
restaurant. Per her daughter Anna, Fong runs a tight
kitchen and does most, if not all, of the cooking herself.
According to Fong and Anna, the food served in the
restaurant is the same fare Anna and her siblings have

~eaten at home their entire life. All of the dishes are made
from family recipes that have beenwith the Fong famlly
for years..
_ We began our dining experlence W|th Fresh Spring
Rolls and Spring Rolls. The difference being that the
Fresh Spring Roll is wrapped in un—fried rice paper and
the Spring Roll is wrapped in fried rice paper. Both are
available as a meat or vegetarian spring roll. The .
Vegetarian Fresh Spring Roll was undoubtedly our
favorite as it wasstuffed with plenty of chopped vegeta—
bles. The Meat Spring Roll was not as near as large as the
Vegetarian Fresh Spring Roll but was every bit as satisfty—
ing. If we had to choose between the two it would be a
touch choice, but we would probably recommend choos—
ing the Fresh Spring Roll. Each of the spring roll appetiz—
ers are served with a Thai Peanut Sauce which, like all of

_ the sauces, is made from scratch by the elder Fong.
Next, we had the Chicken Satay, which is a stapleat

most Thal restaurants The Satay was well—seasoned and
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served with a Curry—

sauce served with the

(coconut milk soup) —

 

 grilled. The Satay is Jasmine Thai and Vegetarian& Restaurant __916 S. Cooper — 901-725-0223
Price/Cost: Dinner $15—$20per ___
person (with no alcohol) .
Dining Style: Casual
Cuisine: Thai/Vegetarian _
Atmosphere: Nicely renovated
house, Midtown cozy
Service: Excellent — plus —
Quality of Food: Excellent — plus
Hours: Tue—Fri: 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.;
Sat—Sun: 11:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.;
Closed Mon; Closed daily 2:30 to.

4:30 p.m.
Delivery: Carry—out avarlable
Liquor: beer only

Peanut sauce, which

is full of flavor and, in

our opinion, a notch

above the peanut

spring rolls, although

both —sauces are —

excellent. i

We felt compelled

to try another Thai

favorite by ordering

the Thom Yum Gai |

   
with chicken. The

Thom Yum Gai was flavorful moderately spicy and a
pleasurable treat priorto our main dish.

For our main dish, we ordered the Bird Nest Shrimp
and the Happy Family. The server, Sophie, was sure to
ask the level of spiciness wedesired in our orders. We
ordered medium spice and feel that the kitchen did an

. excellent job of providing us with dlshes thatwere exactly
that, spicy but not too spicy.

The Happy Family is a culinary masterprece The
brown garlic sauce that covers the chicken, pork, beef,
scallops, shrimp, vegetables and rice is the perfect con—
sistency — not too thick or rich. The spices interact dynam—
ically to create a Thai flavor that is so hard to forget. |

The Bird Nest Shrlmp consists of vegetables and
shrimp that are also served with rice on the side. Just:
when | thought it was impossible to top the Happy
Family‘s sauce, | bit into the Bird Nest and was astound—
ed that Jasmine had produced a sauce on equal footing.
This sauce also is brown, garlic—infused and appropriately .
buttery. An added featureof the Bird Nest is the "nest" of
very thin, fried potatoes, a great compliment to the dish.
The potatoes werea welcome surprise onthe Jasmine
menu because of the Thai cursme‘s generally sparse use
of them.

For dessert we ordered the Thai Creme Brulee and the
Fried Bananas. The Fried Bananas were delicious and
were served with honey poured over them to add a little
extra WOW. We highly recommend them. We weren‘t so
fond, however, of the Thai Creme Brulee. A warning to all,
this is a "Thai" Creme Burlee, which is significantly differ—
ent from the Creme Brulee most people are familiar with.
Thai Creme Brulee is baked Taro Custard. It lS different
and flavorful with a spongy texture. —
Jasmine presently serves only beer It has —

domestics, as well as one Thai and one Chinese
beer. However, Fong and Anna made it clear that in
the near future they intend to get a liquor Incense in
order to offer wine and Saki. |

Overall, we are of the opinion that Jasmine may very
well be the best Thai restaurantin town Mrs. Fong, wel-
come to Mldtownl
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other organizations. | felt it was time for new leadership — maybe

they can get more members and find ways to raise money. |

wanted to get others to step up to the plate and take over."

Maynard explained that he does have confidence in the two

new co—chairs of MLGCJ to fulfill the mission of the organization.

"Gary Wilkerson has been active in the MLGCJ in the past,"

Maynard began. "Although absence for a while, he now is back.

I‘ve been asking Shelia Archer to consider being co—chair; so she

(finally) accepted the nomination. | believe they both can do the

job; we have a lot to accomplish and the organization needs to

focus on civil rights for GLBT individuals."

Although Maynard has stepped down from leadership status,

he still plans to remain active at least through the end of 2004.

"I hope the group continues for many years," Maynard

said. "I may stay on board as a chair of a local issues com—

mittee; | want to stay with the human rights ordinance and

continue working on that, lobbying the council members. I‘ll

stay active as an individual and support the organization, but

not as a leader. I‘ll help till the end of the year to assist them
in the transition."

For more information on MLGCJY, email migci@yahoo.com,
write them at P.O. Box 241363, Memphis, TN 38124 or go online
to its website at www.geocities.com/migc}.

(Editor‘s Note: Family & Friends regrets not being able to
contact Co—Chair Archer due to print deadlines; however we 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday — Friday
hope to see comments from both chairs of the MLGCJ in future 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday
issues of Family & Friends Magazine.)

Looking for Mexico in Memphis?
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including two bomb threats; increased outrage from the con—

servative wing of the feminist movement, and scorn from the

radical dykes. Straight people were mad because I was gay.

The dykes were mad because | wasn‘t gay enough."

Today, that which began as a county dirt road, if you

will, has become a mega highway paved with the efforts

of so many lesbian authors (like those listed below) that

our lesbian library has grown 10—fold since the first issue

of Family & Friends went to press seven years ago.

Whisker of Evil

by Rita Mae Brown and

Sneaky Pie Brown

Bantam Books

297 pages

hard cover

fiction, mystery

released April 6, 2004

I confess. As much of a Brown fan as | am, this is the

first of her mystery books I‘ve read. Not because I lost my

affection for Brown‘s prose, but because I‘m just not a fan

of mystery novels.

With that said, I was completely shocked by how much I

enjoyed this book. At first I thought it might be difficult to keep

up with the dialogue between the three main animal charac—

ters (yes, they do talk amongst themselves and to their

humans), Mrs. Murphy and Pewter, both cats, and Tee

Tucker, a Corgi. However, it was no problem as the animal

dialogue is printed in a different font than the rest of the book.

Another reason for not reading the mystery series was

that Brown had started making her main characters

straight, which was a far cry from her novels of lesbian

love and life, such as Sudden Death. | was happy to dis—

cover at least two lesbian characters and a possible third

within the pages.

Whisker of Evil is the story of Mary Minor "Harry"

Haristeen and her three animals (mentioned above). From

the very start, the mystery begins as the four of them

stumble across a dying neighbor. There are plenty of sus—

pects to go around, as well as more than enough motives,

not to mention three more deaths. With the help of local

law enforcement, her ex—husband, her three furry com—

panions and a host of characters and plot twists, Harry

unveils the murderer and is rescued by Mrs. Murphy,

Pewter and Tee Tucker. To say any more would certainly

spoil the suspense, which Brown builds like a pro.

They Say She Tastes Like Honey

by Michelle Sawyer

Alyson Books

271 pages

soft cover

lesbian fiction

released October 2003
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Can love trump sex and tequila in the life of an unruly

New York lesbian? Michelle Sawyer‘s rollicking debut

novel is a "Sex In The City" style romp through the life of

a single, successful New Yorker (Macy Delongchamp),

whose existence is about to be seriously unsettled by the

sudden appearance of a beautiful young woman On

rollerblades. :

It‘s easy to see parts of ourselves in Sawyer‘s main

character, who at 40—plus has a string of non—committed

relationships, drinks out of control, is losing her best friend

to cancer and is realizing she‘s no longer the fresh—faced

sweetheart of the chichi Manhattan lesbian scene.

| read this book in about three days, which, to me,

attests to its appeal, plot and the writer‘s ability to keep

the reader turning pages and always guessing. Definitely

worth a read.

About The Author: Sawyer target shoots in her spare

time, loves gorillas and the color red, and prays to Joan

Crawford. She lives with her two Rotweilers, Carly and

Clee, in Jackson, Mich., where she was born and raised,

and where, she says it‘s unbelievably beautiful in the fall.

Distant Thunder

by Peggy J. Herring

Bella Books

277 pages

soft cover

lesbian romance

released 2003 ;

Billed as "a sprawling tale of love and adventure in the

Old West," we have to say, "Hooray for lesbian cowgirls!"

Herring tells the story of two women forced by circum—

stance into the outlaw way of life. For Cordy, a lonely

drifter without a place to call home, robbing banks and

trains is the only way she knows how to survive. For Meg,

left to raise her younger brothers after the death of their

father, a life of crime goes against everything she believes

in, but she has to feed her family. Then Cordy awakens

strange feelings within Meg, feelings she isn‘t equipped to

deal with.

While I‘m also not a big fan of westerns (watched too

many of those with my grandfather), Distant Thunder was

surprisingly good, surprising in that it kept my attention

and curiosity. While I found myself skipping over some of

the intricate descriptions of ranching, it flowed well and

told an interesting story. However, it has one flaw, which

seemed present in all of the Bella Books I‘ve read recent—

ly. See the end of the article regarding this.

About the author: Herring lives on seven acres of

mesquite in south Texas with her cockatiel, hermit crabs

and two wooden cats. She enjoys fishing and traveling.

She is the author of such novels as Once More With

Feeling, Love‘s Harvest, Hot Check, A Moment‘s

Indiscretion, Those Who Wait, To Have and to Hold, Calm

Before the Storm, The Comfort of Strangers and Beyond
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All Reason. She has also been published in a number of

anthologies and is presently working on White Lace and

Promises, due out from Bella this year.
  

Talk of the Town

by Saxon Bennett

Bella Books

239 pages

soft cover

lesbian romance

released 2003

Saxon Bennett introduces readers to the sun—baked,

over—indulging lives of Gigi, Mallory and their fun—loving

friends in Talk of the Town.

Friends since childhood, party—girl, Gigi, and the solitary

responsible business woman, Mallory, take us on a wild

ride that sees their lives twisting and turning. Mallory is

struggling to grow up and to understand her life — including

her love for Gigi. Meanwhile, Gigi continues to bounce from

one risky, albeit usually humorous, situation to another.

While their circle of friends can always keep things light

and interesting, they can‘t shield Mallory from a betrayal

that could upset her newfound happiness. Nor can they

stand Gigi‘s reckless ways. Of course with enough beer,

barbecue and B.S., anything is possible with these gals in

this human, comic tale of contemporary lesbian life.

I would have to say of all the lesbian books I‘ve read in

the past couple of months, this has to be my favorite,

probably because the characters, and the situations, are

so real. In fact, I saw a lot of my friends in these charac—

ters. There are times you‘ll find yourself laughing out loud

and times you‘ll find yourself provoked to anger by some

of the things Gigi does. But, as a writer and reader, I find

this makes for a good book.

About the author: Bennett has gone rural and really

likes it. Having lived in the city most of herlife, this hang—

ing out where the deer and the antelope play rocks, she

said. She and her partner, Lin, live in the east mountains

of New Mexico with their two furry children, Gunter and

Sarah, two cats.

Survival of Love

by Frankie J. Jones

Bella Books

235 pages

soft cover

lesbian romance

released February 2004

What do you do when you fall in love with your best

friend‘s daughter?

Denise and Jody have been best friends for more than

35 years. They‘ve been through everything together,

always finding comfort and solace in their enduring friend—

ship. The last time Jody met Denise‘s daughter, Ellen was

 

nothing more than a 17—year old whiney, spoiled brat. So,

when Denise announces that the now 26—year old Ellen is

returning home with a broken heart, Jody can‘t help feel—

ing a total lack of sympathy for the younger woman. But

then Denise tells Jody that Ellen has confided that she‘s a

lesbian ... and who better than Jody to take Ellen under

her wing and show her the lesbian life in San Antonio?

Jody cannot believe that the once spoiled child has

grown into such a kind and exquisite woman. She and

Ellen find their attraction for each other overwhelming ...

but can they confront and overcome all of the challenges

that lay ahead, including Denise‘s reaction to their rela—

tionship and Ellen‘s ex?

Actually, this book is close in the running for my favorite

lesbian novel of late. The battle that wages inside Jody

regarding her and Ellen‘s age difference is so real it

evokes memories of falling in love with someone far too

young. If you love a good love story, then this is a definite

must—read.

About the author: Jones is the author of Rhythm Tide,

Whispers in the Wind, Captive Heart, Room for Love and

Midas Touch. She enjoys fishing, traveling, outdoor pho—

tography and rummaging through flea markets in search

of whimsical salt and pepper shakers.

Back to Basics:

A Butch—Femme Anthology

edited by Therese Szymanski

Bella Books (Bella After Dark series)

308 pages

soft cover

lesbian romance/erotica

released February 2004

Some of today‘s hottest lesbian authors provide seduc—

tive surprises and hot newcomers play out sexy scenarios

in this collection of short stories, steamy enough to satis—

ty your deepest butch/femme desires. This compelling

collection of butch/femme sense and sensuality takes

readers on a fantasy journey — on the road, in the pool,

against the wall and wherever else you long to go.

Whether you dream of long—legged soccer stars, the

girl next door, your favorite bartender, a sultry tango

dancer or a traffic cop who‘s packing more than hand—

cuffs, you‘ll find her waiting for you inside the pages.

The first thought of reading short stories of

butch/femme characters wasn‘t exactly appealing.

Although | realize there are lesbians to adhere to these

two labels in our community, I do not, mostly because I

really don‘t fit into either of the categories completely. With

this said, I admit that Back to Basics had a profound effect

on me (and not because of the erotica). It provided a more

in—depth look into the personas of butch and femme les—

bians. | emerged from the pages a little wiser finally dis—

covering that there‘s more to butches and femmes than

wearing men‘s clothes and wearing lipstick and heels.

 

See Lesbian Literature, page 56
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— GAYMARRIAGEscmwmons —KERRY, BUSH or NADER? BUSCH or BUD?Life is full of mystery and questions. In these perilous times,
just remember to ask yourself ...

WisWwJoDand

If you need to know the answer to this and many of life‘s perplexing
questions, come help us CELEBRATE

JERRY‘S BIRTHDAY, SATURDAY, APRIL 17
from 4:30 p.m. until ? He‘s OLD so be sure to make this one .. you know, just in case!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JERRY

from the staff atLorenz/Aftershock

 

REMEMEER ToDRINK.RESPONSIRLY...DESIGCNATE A SOBER DRIVER!
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Yard sale set

Loving Arms, located at 11 South Idlewild, will hold its Annual

Spring Yard Sale on Saturday, April 17. All proceeds benefit this

agency for women and children infected and affected by

HIV/AIDS.

OM to pay tribute to Lewis & Clark

Corps of Discovery: A Musical Journey, written by Opera

Memphis General/Artistic Director Michael Ching, will be pre—

miered Saturday, April 24, at 8 p.m., and Tuesday, April 27, at

7:30 p.m., at the Cannon Center for the Performing Arts, 255

North Main Street in Memphis. This opera follows the Corps of

Discovery expedition, led by Meriwether Lewis and William Clark,

as they combat the perils of rough terrain, unpredictable weath—

er, illness, hunger and unfriendly natives. Tickets, which range

from $20 to $70 each, are available by calling (901) 257—3100.

The University of Memphis Eudi E. Scheidt School of Music

will present "Sound Fuzion," Larry Edwards conducting, on

Tuesday, April 20, at 8 p.m. in the Michael D. Rose Theatre. And,

on Wednesday, April 21, at 8 p.m. "New Sounds," featuring new

music by UofM composers, will be offered. Both of these events

are free to the public. For more information, call (901) 678—2541

or go online to music.memphis.edu.

Lindenwood to yo Broadway

Lindenwood Concerts will present "In True Broadway

Fashion" on Friday, May 7, at 7:30 p.m., at the church, located

at 2400 Union Avenue at East Parkway. This production features

six Memphis theater veterans, including Misty Clark, Jude

Knight, Joe Lackie, Debbie Litch, Jonathan Russom and Ann

Sharp, in a salute to the music and fashions of Broadway. This

show is directed and was conceived by actor—director Bennett

Wood, with musical direction by Gary Beard. Tickets, $12 each,

are available by calling (901) 458—1652.

Take action with WKNO auction

The Blockbuster VideoWKNO Action Auction has just about

everything, including a kitchen sink. The next auction, benefiting

WKNO Channel 10, will air Saturdays and Sundays, April 17—18

and 24—25, from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. More than 1,500 items will be

up for bid, ranging in value from $75 to $16,000. Items can be

previewed at www.wkno.org.

POTSArt Auction to return

The 27th Annual Original Art Auction, held at and benefiting

Playhouse on the Square, 51 South Cooper, is set for Saturday,

April 24. Admission is free and complimentary beverages will be

available. An all—day silent auction opens at 10 a.m.; a pasta but—

fet by Lulu Grille, at a cost of $15, begins at 5:30 p.m., and a live

auction begins at 6:30 p.m. More than 100 local and regional

artists have offered their talents for this annual fundraiser. For

more information, call Whitney at (901) 725—0776 or email her at

whitneyjo@playhouseonthesquare.org.

Art—inspired flowers to be shown

The Memphis Flower Show, Flowers and Art 2004, "Artistic

Movements," one of only nine major flower shows sanctioned

56 FAMILY & friends April 2004

Asout Town — to po aroun» rown

by The Garden Club of America, will be presented by the

Memphis Garden Club, Saturday and Sunday, April 17—18, at

The Dixon Gallery and Gardens, 4339 Park Avenue. The

show, held biennially, will feature magnificent arrangements

inspired by the works of art from Memphis area art teachers.

The Dixon will be open, free of charge, to the public, Saturday,

April 17, from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. and Sunday, April 18, from 11

a.m. to 6 p.m.

Memphis Regional Planned Parenthood will present its annu—

al fundraiser, "Choice Rocks!," Saturday, April 17, from 7:30 to

10 p.m. at The Lounge at the Gibson Showcase, in downtown

Memphis. Blues singer Barbara Blue will be in concert. In addi—

tion, there will be both spirits and food tasting, as well as a silent

auction. Tickets, which range in price from $35 to $1,000 each,

are available by calling (901) 725—3015.

Now through April 14, "misrepresentations," paintings on can—

vas and wood by Jeremy Fitzgerald, will be exhibited at Studio

1688, located at 1688 Lamar Avenue. For more information, call

(901) 726—1688.

Esperian to perform May 14

The Memphis Vocal Arts Ensemble will present "A Night at

the Opera," featuring Memphis‘s own international opera star,

Kallen Esperian, on Friday, May 14, at 7:30 p.m. in the sanctu—

ary of Eudora Baptist Church, located at 4684 Poplar Avenue at

Perkins. For tickets, which are $75, $40 and $25 for reserved

seating, or other information, call (901) 458—9766.
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Authors whose stories appear here are: Karin Kallmaker,

Leslea Newman, Barbara Johnson, Julia Watts, Peggy J.

Herring, Laura DeHart Young, Therese Szymanski, Amie

M. Evans, krysia lycette villon, M. Christian, L.E. Bland,

Jean Stewart, Jesi O‘Connell, Joy Parks, D.L. White, Carol

Rosenfeld, Sabrina Wilcox, M.J. Williamz, Nairne Holtz,

Jennifer Collins, Jean Roberta, Nathalie Graham and

Elizabeth Dunn. Inside the back of the book are short para—

graphs on each of the authors and editor.

Publisher‘s Note: You‘ll find the Bella After Dark logo on

some of Bella‘s newest books. The logo symbolizes that

the book is a bit spicer and has a higher erotic content

than the traditional lesbian romance.

Publisher‘s Note about Bella Books: Perhaps the only flaw

I found with regard to the Bella Books mentioned above, with

the exception of Back to Basics, is that apparently there was

a word—count limitation placed on the authors. | say this

because the endings seemed hurried, almost to the point of

leaving things out — kind of like having the telephone ring in

the midst of a beautiful orgasm sending the desire and pas—

sion sliding off the bed and hitting the floor.



 

The "Monkey" Is BACK!
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| BELOW: SINGLES: 1st, Cliff Young;

| 2nd, Jen Lauterbach (not pictured),

| and 3rd, Steven Kelsch

  

DOUBLES: 1st, Wes McKnight&Scott Nimblett; 2nd, Tony

Hammes & Jerry Roberts, and 3rd, Tim Armor & Kevin Coleman g
 

  

FIRST PLACE TEAM: Steven Kelsch, Wes McKnight,

Scott Nimblett & Ken Johnson, Huntsville, Ala.

SECONDPLACE TEAM: Eric Baranski, Mike

Ricard, Ron Cottrell & Les Chesser, Atlanta

   

   

 

ALL EVENTS: 1st,Ron Shelton; 2nd, Kevin Coleman,

and 3rd, Jen Lauterbach (not pictured)

HIRD PLACE TEAM: John Corcoran, Andy Cain, both of Mlssippi,

and Joe Wilbourn and Ron Shelton, both of Memphis
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Get out, play ball

Wanna play ball? The Bluff City Sports Association is now

forming a summer coed recreational softball league.

Play begins Sunday, April 18, at Rodney Barber Field. Both

teams and individuals are invited to participate; teams already
on the roster are still looking for members.

For more information call Andy at (901) 859—0795 or go online

to the organization‘s website at www.

GLBT cycling group forming

Out Spokin‘, a group for gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgendered

cyclists, is organizing a chapter in the Memphis area. Out Spokin‘

provides an opportunity for GLBT cyclists to get together and share

fellowship, ride bikes and meet other cycling enthusiasts.

All are invited to bring their bikes and helmets, and go for a bike

ride on Saturday, April 17, beginning at 2 p.m. Meet at the

Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center at 892 South Cooper.

For more information, call Marty Katz at (901) 289—4626,

email him at marty@outspokin—mem.org or go to the organiza—

tion‘s website at www.outspokin—mem.org.

Those who enjoy viewing the beauty of Mother Nature as you

take a hike through her timbered land, check out the Sierra Club.

The Chickasaw Group Sierra Club will hold it‘s monthly

"First Thursday Meeting" at Otherlands, 641 South Cooper,

on Thursday, May 6, from 6 to 8 p.m. This organization

schedules regular hiking trips in the Memphis and Mid—South

area. For more information, call membership chair Jill

Johnston at (901) 278—2713.

MCLCC finalizing plans to

bring Billy Bean to town

Len Piechowski, President of the Memphis Gay & Lesbian

Community Center has informed Family & Friends magazine that

arrangements are being finalized to bring Billy Bean and his part—

ner, Efrain Veiga, to Memphis Oct. 9 and 10, to participate in the
mko closing ceremonies of

the Second Annual
Memphis Gaymes.

Bean also is antici—
pated to be honored at
a reception where he
will be signing copies
of his book, Going the
Other Way: Lessons
from a Life in and out of
M a j o r — L e a g ue
Baseball.

Bean was an out—
fielder with the major
leagues, including the
Detroit Tigers, the San
Diego Padres and the

See Billy Bean, page 64
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f IIIII'IIiIIIIGIIIS I)"wlers fun
With Memphis‘ Brothers and Sister‘s Bowling League about

to take its spring/summer respite, perhaps those with the urge
to bowl would like to plan a road trip. May we suggest the fol—
lowing tournaments:

Tulsa (Okla.) Invitational Lambda Tournament, July 23 to 25,
www.tulsalambda.com; Music City (Nashville) Invitational
Tournament, July 23—25, www.mcitnashville.com; Dallas Big D
Classic, Aug. 13 to 15, www.bigdclassic.com; St. Louis Show Me
Classic, Sept. 3 to 5, www.showmeclassic.com; Huntsville (Ala.)
Invitational Classic, Sept. 24 to 26, www.thehic.org, or
(Washington, D.C.‘s) Capital Halloween Invitational Tournament,
Oct. 29 to 31, www.chitde.com.

For a complete list of International Gay Bowling Organization
(IGBO)—sanctioned events, go online to www.igbo.org.

The Exchange Club Family Center will hold its 5K Race and
Walk for Hopes and Dreams and 1—Mile Family Walk 2004, on
Saturday, April 17, at Overton Park. With April being National Child
Abuse Prevention Month, the center will use this event to increase
awareness of child abuse and the services offered by the center.

Registration fees are $15 in advance and $18 the day of the
race. Registration and packet pick—up is set for 7 to 8:30 a.m. on
April 17 with the race beginning at 9 a.m. Registration is avail—
able online at www.signmeup.com/24780 or at the Exchange
Club Family Center, 2180 Union Avenue. For more information,
call Rinnie Wood at (901) 276—2200.

901-604-2282
anscreenprinting
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By ANITA MOYT, managing editor

Grace. Style. Elegance. Class. These four words perfectly

describe the new Miss Black America 2004, Tommie Ross. Ross

added this new jewel to her crown March 21.

Other jewels in her crown include Miss USofA 1988, Miss

National 1994, Miss World 1996, Miss Globe 1997, Miss Liberty

Emeritus and Miss Continental 1999.

"Two thousand five will mark the 25th anniversary of Miss

Black America, as well as the 25th year of my being a female

impersonator," Ross told Family &

Friends in a telephone

interview while

on tour.

 

   
  

                          

  

 

  

       

  

Miss Black America

Tommie Ross
(for a color version of

this picture, see the ad

on page 70 of this issue.)
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Originally from Houston, Ross now calls Memphis home.

However, she is often on the road with her many personal book—

ings around the country. And, the title will add even more

engagements as she and Mr. Black America 2004, Darwin

Bonet, attend all the preliminary pageants around the country for

Mr. and Miss Black America 2005.

"Chicago; Florida, especially Orlando, Miami and Key West;

the Carolinas; Texas, and California are some of my favorite

places to work," she said.

"The first show I saw was in Houston at the Copa," Ross said,

explaining how she was first inspired to become a female imper—

sonator. "The show included Donna Day, Naomi Sims, Tasha

KohI and Tiffany Jones. I became smitten with female imperson—

ation; | was in my senior year of high school."

So how did she make the transition from being a member of

the audience to the stage?

"Some friends and | went out for Halloween that year," Ross

recalled. "After that, | entered a contest at the Copa and won the

weekly talent show, and then the finals. After that, my career began.

"I did everything on my own," Ross said, explaining that she

never had a "drag mother." However, she has passed on her

knowledge of the female impersonation world to many oth—

ers, male and female.

"I have two drag daughters, Tyra Allure Ross of

New York and Kara Young of Las Vegas," the newly—

crowned Miss Black America 2004 said. "I have 14

or 15 drag sons, which include some national

title holders, as well."

Family & Friends asked Ross what advice

she would give to the young people of our

community who want to take to the stage.

"First and foremost, stay true to who you

are, and in order to gain respect you must

give it," she began. "Be careful and don‘t get

caught up in the fast life as far as the drugs

and things are concerned. And never get to

the point where you let your friends tell you

how good you are; always be able to see

yourself clearly through your own eyes.

"In most cities, clubs have talent nights,"

she continued, suggesting some first steps

to take. "Experience is the best form of per—

fecting a craft. Accept as many opportunities as

you can to be on stage; get there. Watch tapes, but

keep your own persona. Use the tapes as a guide—

line for what people want. See as many shows

as you can. But most importantly, stay

true to yourself.

"I‘d like to take this opportuni—

ty to thank all my friends and

family for supporting me in my

quest for Miss Black

America," she said in clos—

ing. "And know that this

reign wouldn‘t be possible

without their support."

\Wisit Ross‘s website at

www.tommigross4ever.com.
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What‘s Tus ‘Tse Laoveue 2 BY AntTHONY HaARDAwAy

 

Club Allusions Entertainment Complex‘s first

§) year anniversary was celebrated in style. (I must

admit, I miss my "Judy," Tony, greatly.) The entire weekend was like

two clubs in one. The girls performed on one side and the male

dancers packed out the other side. Chicago‘s very own Otis Mack

was in the house on the mic all weekend. Sunday evening was an

appreciation party given by Terry! himself. The chil—ren partied until

4 a.m. Monday morning. I hope we, the Mid—South, appreciate

what we have space—wise to party. There is no other club of color

as big as Club Allusions in a 300—mile radius. Catch it!

The UJIMA Conference in Jackson, Miss., March 11 to 14,

hosted by Jackson State University‘s Mississippi Urban Research

Center and The Center for Disease Control, was a spiritual expe—

rience. We, as Black, same—gender—loving men from the ages of

18 to 74, learned from other SGL men who lived from as far back

as the Renaissance period up to the present day. Spiritually,

James A. Baldwin, Bayard Rustin, Essex Hemphill, Joseph Beam,

Larry Duckette and others were there in their own way. Religious

wise, James Cleveland, Sylvester, the Unity Fellowship move—

ment and others were there in their own way, as well. Everyone

who attended had a special moment during the three—night, four—

day stay in one of the top hotels in downtown Jackson, around the

corner from the State of Mississippi‘s Governor‘s mansion.

Some of the many UJIMA sessions were "Coming Out to

God," "Using the Arts as a Community Empowerment Tool,"

"Cruising for Safe Sex," and "Generation Gap: Creating Support

for SGL Youth." Our SGL celebrities were: Los Angeles‘s SBC

Magazine, Matais, Marvin K. White, Keith Butler of Kevin‘s

Room I and !I, Greg McNeal, Charles W. Harvey, Royce B.

Smith, Lorenzo Robertson, Nashville‘s The Source Magazine,

Leon M. Thomas, Memphis‘s Family & Friends Magazine and

national Clique Magazine.

International Federation of Black Pride chief officers who were

present included Chris Foreman, Jacksonville, Fla.; Dwayne

Jenkins, Nashville;

Fire and Ink as an encouragement for the black SGL literary

organization.

Club City Lights knew something wonderful was happening

when Helena Hologram of Baltimore and Janel Claiborne of

Kentucky, hit the stage on that. Friday night.

There was a national call from Uncle Stanley Bennett Clay of
SBC Magazine who asked all Black gay men to stand up and be
counted and take charge of taking care of ourselves andeach other.

The National Association of Black Gay Men and Their
Associates was birthed March 6, 2004, in Jackson. Yours truly
was appointed as national president and | accepted the charge.
We will connect with all organizations presently involved with
uplifting the SGL community of color nationwide. To be a part of
this national organization contact SBC Magazine at (323) 733—
8060 or yours truly, Anthony Hardaway, at (901) 331—3579.

Allow me to thank Marvin K. White for closing the conference
with his reading of "I Just Want To Make Black History With You."

A special congratulations goes to Tommie Ross for being
crowned Ms. Black America in Birmingham, Ala., March 21.

Take note: Calling all J Setters, Ballroom Walkers and
Voguers from Memphis and the Mid—South; Nashville; Jackson,
Miss.; Atlanta; Dallas; Houston; Washington, D.C.; Chicago, and
everywhere else. During Memphis Black Pride, Father‘s Day
weekend 2004, June 17—20, photographer Greg McNeal of Los
Angeles will be video recording and making a documentary to go
national. You must be 18 years of age or older, in uniform and
willing to be video recorded while performing. For more informa—
tion, call Ladybug at (901) 331—3579.

And, as always, Happy Pride, Chil—ren, Happy Pride!

 

 
Michael Robinson,
Jackson, Miss.;
Carlton Smith,
Baltimore, Md., and
Terry! Buckner,
Memphis. IFBP
Presiding President
Earle Fowlkes also
was with us.

Sightings of our
great elders and
warriors included
Dr. Ron Simmons,
J. Carl Devine and
Steve Walker,
among others.

While in the city,
the delegates
helped leave a
monetary seed of
more than $600 for
Mississippi Black
Pride 2004. Also,

$75 was sent to

 

(901

274—0163

Creating a

village/haven

for& about us.

 

Znom the ectailf at

Alucions

Entertainment Complex

    Lisa C. Moore of
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Haven moves upstairs at 28 North Clayhrook

The Memphis Black Same—Gender—Loving Alliance (also

known as Friends For Life‘s The Haven) has moved, upstairs that

is. Still located at 28 North Claybrook, Director Anthony

Hardaway has been quite busy moving the hundreds of pictures

and boxes of archived material to the second floor of the building.

The Alliance is a program of Friends For Life, a local

HIV/AIDS agency serving individuals from Memphis and the

Mid—South. After Ryan White funding cuts were felt by the

agency (see page 44), FFL took measures to deal with the fund—

Funeral services were held Saturday, March 27, 2004,

at 11 a.m. at Christ Baptist Church for Stephanie

"Stepfone" Harris. Burial was in New Park Cemetery.

Harris, 43, died Saturday, March 20, 2004, at her home

in Memphis.

She is survived by two daughters, Andrea Harris and

Erica S. Harris; three sisters, Terry Donaldson, Patricia

Lurry and Brodgette Redd; two brothers, Jessie J.

Donaldson Jr. and David A. Donaldson, and four grand—

children.

Services were under the direction of N.H. Owens &

Sons Funeral Home.

ing cut and moved its Positive Living Center, a holistic center for

‘individuals with HIV/AIDS, to the first floor of its 28 North

Claybrook building.
 

Billy Bean

from page 59

Los Angeles Dodgers, from 1987 to 1995. His autobiography,

with contributed writing by Chris Bull, is the intimate memoir of

a man who, dubbed "the boy of every girl‘s dream," by

Dodgers manager Tommy Lasorda, came out as gay in 1999,

to national acclaim. Ultimately, as told in Going the Other Way,

Bean had to make a decision: play the game he so loved in

secrecy and solitude or be honest about his loving relationship

with another man.

The Memphis Gaymes, a project of the Memphis Gay &

Lesbian Community Center, held in celebration of National

Coming Out Day, brings together the men and women of the

Memphis GLBT community for various sporting and non—sport—

ing events. Participation by The Brothers & Sisters Bowling

League, the Bluff City Sports Association (softball) and many

other local GLBT sports organizations gives opportunities to our

community to express themselves in their athletic abilities. And

for the athletically—challenged, other non—athletic games are

offered, as well. The events of the weekend are followed by a

closing ceremony with the awarding of medals.
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The Exodus empowerment project is a

program that invites African—American

males, ages 18—29, to come socialize

and openly discuss issues and concerns

regarding safer sex with friends.

Here at the Drop—In Center, there are opportunities

to be involved in activities to reach out & help

our community.

CORE GROUP

The governing body of the project, consisting of 8—10

members. Each member earns $25 per meeting. The

meetings are 2 to 3 hours. Members participate in

planning and implementing activities for the project.

E—GROUPS

E—Groups are our casual, one—time meetings, with 8—10

participants, ages 18—29. We talk about sex, dating and

relationships in a laid—back, comfortable environment.

Participants are paid $25 for attending the meeting.

To find out more information, or to reserve your spot,

call Nathan or Robert @ 901.274.1024 or email us at

EXODUSO1@collegeclub.com or, visit us at

797 North Evergreen

(near the corner of Jackson Ave. & Evergreen)
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4670 Highway 80 West — Jackson, Mississippi

601.922.8227 — 601.922.8237 1.888.43—METRO
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Debut novel tells of Blackness, AIDS, gay

— By PATRICIA PAIR, publisher

This is sure to be a very different review than if per—

haps, let‘s say, | was African—American.

Why? Because for me, much of what I took away from

this collection of short stories is understanding. A better

understanding of what it‘s like to be African—American, of

what it‘s like to be a gay man, of what it‘s like to be a youth

today and of what it‘s like to be a gay, African—American

youth, all of which are separate and unique understandings.

This book, a place where i lost myjesus, is, as Prodigy

describes in the book‘s prologue, "a metaphor used to

summarize the loss of innocence, youth and hope. It is not

a collection of stories pertaining to religion, although it

uses religion as an example for conflict in some stories.

"Other phrases for a title could have been used," the

author continued, "such as A Place Where I Lost My Soul or

A Place Where I Lost My Innocence, etc. | chose to use the

word ‘Jesus‘ because Jesus is viewed as someone or a

symbol of purity, innocence, hope and forgiveness. In this

Christian country, the United States of America, the idea and

belief of Jesus is that of savior and martyr. The undertone

within the title is, ‘to have lost something sacred within.‘ I

tried to capture this idealism in these short stories. Every

story deals with passion, belief, loss, forgiveness and hope.

"There also is a subtle, political statement being made

with the use of this title, as well being that these stories

revolve around homosexuality," Prodigy wrote. "In this

aspect of the title, it becomes a dual metaphor for socie—

tal and religious views and the social and mental climates

of an oppressed and depressed, segmented, sexual

minority community of color. It is meant to invoke concern,

thought and opinion."

Within Prodigy‘s 10 short stories and novellas, the

reader is introduced to many characters and situations.

"Is It Worth It?," is told in first—person by Kareem, who

has just found out he is HIV positive.

It begins, "Thank You, I know what I have to do," I said

to the Doctor as | walked out of her office. "HIV‘s a man—

ageable disease. It‘s not all bad," I chanted to myself.

Most of us who aren‘t HIV positive know at least one

person who is, and while we think we know what it must

have been like to hear such a diagnosis, we really don‘t.

This story not only proves we don‘t, but lets us into

Kareem‘s head, into his inner most thoughts, as he tries to

deal with his newly discovered HIV status. And, above all,

it seems to be painfully honest.

"Lessons We Haven‘t Learned Yet," is a novella about

to young men, Tahiem and Rasheed, who meet for the

first time after chatting via the Internet. From the very

start, we learn that Tahiem has never been with anyone

sexually before. As the story unfolds, Tahiem finds that

Rasheed isn‘t exactly what he said he was online. And,

intricately weaved within the paragraphs is the reality of
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discrimination among African—Americans based on the

lightness or darkness of their skin. Again, sometimes so

painfully told, you know it has to be real, as Rasheed

leaves Tahiem with an unexpected token.

In "My Father‘s Burden," main character, Trevis, finally

decides to tell his overbearing father that he is gay,

regardless of the outcome. This sets the scene for many

revelations on the road to freedom.

Trevis‘s father reacts as a stereotypical father (We

don‘t have no homosexuals in this family boy. That‘s for

White people. You must be mistaken. ...Well, if you are,

you didn‘t get it from my side of the family. You got it from

your mother‘s side of the family. They‘re all fruitcakes in

one way or another.). Although Trevis attempts to be the

kind of son his father desires but violence erupts and life

forever changes.

"Coming Home," is the tender story of two college men,

Angel, who is obviously gay, and Warren, the star basket—

ball player. Their interaction with one another and subse—

quent friendship is one most readers can relate to. What

most cannot relate to is the twist of fate that occurs and

the religious questions that result. If you don‘t cry overthis

one, perhaps you need emotional counseling.

"Streetlife," is best described as a game of cat and

mouse where opposites don‘t exactly attract and the idea

of sex to be had blurs even the best instincts.

It‘s the story of Richard, a self—proclaimed "prep kid," and

Derrick, "D" for short, a housing project resident Richard talks

to on the phone once and agrees to meet up with the next

day, against is own better judgement. The two are complete

opposites, which is creatively apparent in their dialogue:

""You know, you need to loosen up, dawg, have some

See Debut Novel, page 73
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Take the classic story of Dorothy and her fantastic journey...set it to the beat of a

new drum...make it fresh, hot and soulful...and you end up with seven Tony Awards

and a production not to be missed. Ease on down the road to join Dorothy, Toto,

Scarecrow, Tin Man, the Cowardly Lion and everyone else from the land of Oz on
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WOULD LIKE To INVITE you To our

UPCOMING EVENTS

APRIL

2nd, 6 pm, Core Group Meeting

6th & 7th, 7 pm, American Idol Nights

8th, 7 pm, Movie Night

9th, 6 pm, Core Group Meeting

13th & 14th, 7 pm, American Idol Nights

15th, 6 pm, How To Land A Date!

16th, 6 pm, Core Group Meeting

20th & 21st, 7 pm, American Idol Nights

22nd, 7 pm, Karaoke Night

23rd, 6 pm, Core Group Meeting

24th, Exodus Cookout

27th & 28th, 7 pm, American Idol Nights

29th, 6 pm, E—Group

30th, 7 pm, Most Eligible Bachelor

mail UsAt: ~ ~ ~ ~ Sa. ~eiimgas &e. ———— \ augx“’5xodusOlfl'coll’elubfcdm x ins EXODPS hd W ‘NES
97. N. Evergreen (near"cornerof Jackson & vergreen) _

901)274.1024 OR (901) 2741810 » "35k for.. NATHANor ROBERT __

April 2004
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Debut Novel

from page 68

fun. I got whachanced right here."

... His entire appearance made my stomach turn. I was

a prep kid. He didn‘t even resemble one.

Who‘s the cat and who‘s the mouse become obvious

from the start, but what happens when these two meet is

dangerously unexpected.

In "Dreams and Hopes," Ramon meets up with his

friends, Tonya and Donnie, at a club. Ramon has issues

regarding relationships, but strikes up a conversation with

Shakur at the club.

Will Ramon given in to his attraction to Shakur? You‘ll

have to read it to find out. But be warned, again, it‘s full of

reality, like this: The only problem for me is that I have had

many sexy, dark, chocolate boys in my past. They all

ended up being like the rest: lying, cheating and manipu—

lating sexy, dark, chocolate boys to say the least.

In "The Tales We Tell," we find Tyrone in a relationship

with Max, who doesn‘t believe it will last. Upset and miss—

ing Max, Tyrone ventures over to a friend‘s house, a friend

who has invited Jay, a man on the downlow, over for com—

pany. What transpires serves to shake Tyrone‘s feelings

about his relationship with Max.

In "Alter Time," the hypocrisy of Brother Anthony comes

full circle when, after preaching one Sunday, a high school

student and member of his flock, Emmanuel, Manny for

short, follows Brother Anthony into the clergy‘s restroom.

Manny is in search of one last experience with a man

before graduating high school and marrying his girlfriend,

Selena. What is disclosed in the final paragraph will evoke

feelings of pure anger.

"Expect Nothing," is a bit longer with a lot more exposition

regarding the main character, Mercedes, a preoperational

transexual. Because it‘s best to leave this one up to the read—

er, let‘s just say it‘s a tale of ups and downs, highs and lows

with a decidedly different ending than one would expect.

And, in "Memoirs of a Lost Soul," readers will find perhaps

the most surprising story in the book, one that is so deep

you‘ll find yourself reading it over and over again, and each

time you‘ll discover something you missed the time before.

In brief, and, of course, not to spoil the story, "Memoirs

of a Lost Soul," is the tale of Sean, the son of a preacher.

As the story unfolds, be prepared for twists and turns of

the past that even the most avid of readers won‘t be pre—

pared for. However, Sean‘s recollection of the church in

these passages many will find themselves relating to:

The church was a familiar face along with those

Churchqueens that slept with every man willing (married,

gay or straight), or who often frequented parks for sexual

pleasures while hiding their double lives from their families

and God. Most of them all died off from AIDS anyway.

They thought they had fooled everyone, but they did not

get away with it, you usually never do. Their families sure

knew that they were gay when they died.
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| Backstreet Memphis e Madison Flame Pn'nter’sI Alley s m Circuit Playl’louse
2018 Court Street 1588 Madison Avenue 322 S. Clevelan 1705 Poplar Avenue
(901) 276—5522 (901) 278—9839 (901) 725—9809 (901) 726—4656

Crossroads Metro Memphis Emerald Theatre Company
1278 Jefferson 1349 Autumn Street B 2085 Monroe Avenue
(901) 276—8078 (901) 274—8010 (901) 722—9302

Crossroads 2 Allusions (inset) Maico‘s Studio on the Square
111 North Claybrook 3204 North Thomas C 2105 Court Avenue
(901) 276—1882 (901) 357—8383 Movie Hotline: (901) 681—2020

J—Wags One More Playhouse on the Square
1268 Madison Avenue 2117 Peabody D 51 South Cooper
(901) 725—1909 (901) 278—MORE (901) 726—4656

The Jungle m The Pumping Station NOT ON MAP
1474 Madison Avenue 1382 Poplar Avenue % The Orpheum
(901) 278—4313 (901) 272—7600 GLBT Retailers 203 South Main Street

(901) 525—3000
Lorenz/Aftershock Paragon x INZ & OUTZ Cards & Gifts Theatre Memphis
1528 Madison Avenue 2865 Walnut Grove Rd. 553 South Cooper 620 Peiins Extended
(901) 274—8272 (901) 320—0026 (901) 728—6535 (901) 682.8323
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BARS/NIGHTCLUBS

Memphis, Tennessee

ALLUSIONS, 3204 North Thomas in the

Northgate Shopping Center (in the back),

(901) 357—8383. Open at 9 p.m.

Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays.

BACKSTREET MEMPHIS, 2018 Court

Street, (901) 276—5522, Fri. & Sat. 8

p.m.—6 a.m., Sun. 8 p.m. to 3 a.m.,

www.backstreetmemphis.com

CROSSROADS & CROSSROADS 2,

1278 Jefferson & 111 North Claybrook,

(901) 276—1882, Noon—3 a.m., 7 Days A

Week

J—WAG‘S, 1268 Madison Avenue, (901)

725—1909, Open 24 Hours A Day, 7 Days

A Week

THE JUNGLE, 1474 Madison Avenue,

(901) 278—4313, 4 p.m.—3 a.m. Mon. Fri./3

p.m.—3 a.m. Sat. & Sun.

LORENZ/AFTERSHOCK, 1528 Madison

Avenue, (901) 274—8272, open 24 hours

a day, 7 days a week

MADISON FLAME, 1588 Madison

Avenue, (901) 278—9839, 7 p.m.—3 a.m.

Wed., Fri. & Sat./5 p.m.—? Thurs.

METRO MEMPHIS, 1349 Autumn Street,

(901) 274—8010, 6 p.m.—3 a.m., 7 days a

week

ONE MORE, 2117 Peabody, (901) 278—

MORE (6673), 11 a.m.—3 a.m.

Mon.—Sat./noon—3 a.m. Sun.

PARAGON, 2865 Walnut Grove Road,

(901) 320—0026, Thurs.—Sun. 8 p.m.—?

THE PUMPING STATION, 1382 Poplar

Avenue, (901) 272—7600, 4 p.m. to 3 a.m.

Mon.—Friday, 3 p.m. to 3 a.m. Sat. & Sun.

BARS/NIGHTCLUBS

Chattanooga, Tennessee

MI—NITE, 27 West 19th Street, (423) 504—

3650, Thurs.—Sun. 9 p.m.—3 a.m.

IMAGES, 6005 Lee Highway, (423) 855—

8210, 5 p.m. to 3 a.m., 7 days a week,

www.mirage—complex.com, Email:

mirage_complex@hotmail.com

BARS/NIGHTCLUBS

lackson, Tennessee

THE OTHER SIDE, 3883 Highway 45

North, (901) 668—3749, 5 p.m.—midnight

Sun.—Thurs., 5 p.m.—3 a.m. Fri./7 p.m.—3

a.m. Sat.

BARS/NIGHTCLUBS

Jackson, Mississippi

CLUB CITY LIGHTS, 220 West Amite

Street, (601) 353—0059

JACK & JILL‘S, 3911 Northview Drive,
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(601) 982—JACK (5225), 9 p.m.—? Fri. &
Sat., website: www.jacksonbars.com
JACK‘S CONSTRUCTION SITE (aka
JC‘S), 425 North Mart Plaza, (601) 362
3108, 5 p.m.—? 7 Days A Week, website:
www.jacksonbars.com

BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Meridian, Mississippi

QC DISCO, 125 Russel Drive, (601) 484—
4111, 8 p.m.—2 a.m. Thur.—Sat., 6 p.m.—?
Sun., email: QCDisco@aol.com

BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Tupelo, Mississippi

RUMORS, 637 Highway 145, (662) 767—
9500, 8 p.m. —1 a.m. Thurs. — Sat.,
email: rumors@futuresouth.com

BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Hot Springs, Arkansas

OUR HOUSE, 660 East Grand Avenue,
Hot Springs, Ark. (501) 624—6868,. Mon,—
Fri., 7 p.m. to 3 a.m., Sat., 7 p.m. to 2 a.m.

BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Little Rock, Arkansas

BACKSTREET—LITTLE ROCK, 1021
Jessie Road, (501)

—

662—2744,
Fri.—Mon. 9 p.m.—5 a.m., website:
Backstreetdanceclub.com.
DISCOVERY, 1021 Jessie Road, (501)
664—4784, Sat. only, 9 p.m.—5 a.m., web—
site: Latenightdisco.com

SOCIAL
Memphis, Tennessee

2xLAMBDA, a social and volunteer pro—
gram open to both men and women, ages
20 to 29, (901) 223—3331
BETA EPSILON CHAPTER OF BETA PHI
OMEGA SORORITY INC., is a social serv—
ice organization for feminine lesbian, bisexu—
al and heterosexual women of all races,
(901) 281—0830, email: betaepsilonchap—
ter@yahoo.com, website:
www.betaphiomega.net
B.G.A.L.A., (University of Memphis
Students for Bisexual, Gay & Lesbian
Association), a social, political and edu—
ational organization meets the first and
third Mondays of each month, e—mail:
BGALA@cc.Memphis.edu,

—

www.peo—
ple.memphis.edu/~bgala
COTTON PICKIN‘ SQUARES MEM—
PHIS, (901) 272—2116,

—

Meets
Thursday nights at 7:30 p.m. at Holy
Trinity Community Church, 515 South
Highland Street, Square dancing
social group

JUST FOR US MEMPHIS, is a social
group welcoming single or partnered les—
bians ages 18+. Some gatherings are
designed specifically for members and
their children, (901) 268—1903, email:
justforusmemphis@yahoo.com
LIFE IN THE MEDIAN, a program of the ,
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Center, is open to men and women in
their late 20s and beyond. (901) 857 8523
MEMPHIS AREA GAY YOUTH (MAGY),
P.O. Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124,
(901) 335—6249, Peer support group for
13— to 21—year olds dealing with gay, les—
bian, bisexual & gender issues,
www.gaymemphis.com/magy
MEMPHIS BEARS, 1066 Wrenwood,
Memphis, TN 38122, (901) 323—4773,
Meets the 2nd Saturday of every month
at The Pumping Station, 1382 Poplar
Ave., at 10 p.m. « MEN ONLY, Email:
info@memphis—bears.com, www.mem—
phisbears.com
MEMPHIS GAY & LESBIAN COMMUNI—
TY CENTER, 892 South Cooper
Memphis, 38104, (901) 278—4297, town—
hall meetings every other month; Thurs—
Fri, 6 to 10 p.m.; Sat and Sun, 2 to 10
p.m. and Mon, 6 to 10 p.m.
MEMPHIS PRIDE INC., P.O. Box 111265,
Memphis, TN 38111—1265,

—

email:
Memphisprideparade@earthlink.net,
Monthly open meetings have been sus—
pended indefinitely
MIRROR IMAGE, P.O. Box 11052,
Memphis, TN 38111—0052, A support group
for trans individuals meets the 3rd Saturday
of every month at 7 p.m., For more infor—
mation and locations of meetings, write or
email at memphisgroup@usa.com
MYSTIC KREWE OF APHRODITE, a
social and service organization, women
only, P.O. Box 11483, Memphis, TN 38111—
1483, email:aphroditemem@yahoo.com,
website: —www.geocities.com/aphrodite—
mem
NOBLE KREWE OF HATHOR, a social
organization of men and women who sup—
port and promote local Memphis area
charitable programs, P.O. Box 820901,
Memphis, TN 38182—0901, www.krewe—
ofhathor.com
P.EL.A.G., (Parents, Family & Friends
of Lesbians & Gays), (901) 754—3136,
Support meetings for parents, family and
friends of gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgendered persons, email:
amdrake@mem.po.com
TENNESSEE LEATHER TRIBE, (901)
357—1921, Club nights and meetings

fe,
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vary; contact for info — men and women
welcome, www.tnleathertribe.org, email:

info@tnleathertribe.org

TSARUS MEMPHIS, P.O. Box 41082,

Memphis, TN 38174, (901) 276—4132,

Levi—leather club meets the 3rd Saturday

of every month at The Pumping Station,

1382 Poplar Aveune, at 10 p.m. « MEN

ONLY, Email: info@tsarus.org, website:

www.tsarus.org

MEMPHIS BLACK SGL ALLIANCE, 28

North Claybrook, Memphis, TN 38104,

(901)274—0163, Cultural, educational,

community awareness organization.

MGLCC BOOK CLUB, a program of the

Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community

Center, 892 South Cooper, meets the

third Thursday of each month at 7 p.m.

email:bmoody@mem.net

SOCIAL

Knoxville, Tennessee

LAMBDA STUDENT UNION, a social and

educational organization for GLBT, question—

ing and straight students at The University of

Tennessee—Knoxville, 315 University Center,

Box 315, 1502 West Cumberland Ave.,

Knoxville, TN 37996—4800, lambda@utk.edu,

website: web.utk.edu/~lambda/

SOCIAL

Mississippi

GLBA OF OLE MISS, P.O. Box 3541,

University, MS 38677, (662) 915—7049,

email: glba@olemiss.edu

GLBF, P.O. Box 233, MS State, MS

39762, (662) 325—8241, email:

glbf@org.msstate.edu,www.msstate.edu/

org/glbf

PFLAG—TUPELO, 115A Issac Drive,

Tupelo, MS 38801, (662) 566—2282, email:

Alliance 22 Bo aol.com ,

groups.yahoo.com/group/PFLAGTupelo.

USM —GAY/STRAIGHT —ALLIANCE,

email:GSAlliance@usm.edu or thespyms

@yahoo.com, website: www.usm.edu/gsa

SOCIAL

Arkansas

SAFE HARBOR NEA, A confidential sup—

port and social group for GLBT persons,

ages 25 and under, in northeast

Arkansas, (870) 932—6545, P.O. Box 226,

Jonesboro, AR 72403, www.safeharbor—

nea.com

SOCIAL

Missouri

VISIONS OF PRIDE COMMUNI—

TY CENTER, 30 North Pacific,

Rainsow Directory Arca GLBT Resource (CONTINUED)

Cape Girardeau, MO 63701,

(578) 651—6220, email:

DeltaDyke@aol.com, home—

town.

page/gaypride.htm|l

WHOLENESS

Memphis, Tennessee

FEAST FOR FRIENDS DINNER, (901)
272—0855, Dinner is served the 1st and
3rd Monday of every month at St. John‘s
United Methodist Church, Bellevue @
Peabody, beginning at 6 p.m.
MEMPHIS REGIONAL PLANNED PAR—
ENTHOOD, 1407 Union Avenue
Extended, 3rd Floor (901) 725—1717,
HIV & STD testing, gynecological preven—
tive care

MEMPHIS HIV FAMILY CARE NET—

WORK, 880 Madison Avenue, Memphis,

TN, (901) 545—8265, Free comprehen—

sive, supportive services and voc/rehab
services to the HIV—positive

NICOTINE ANONYMOUS MEETING,

Saturdays 10 a.m., Christ United

Methodist Church, 4488 Poplar Avenue.
(901) 278—6234

THE POSITIVE LIVING CENTER, 1000

South Cooper Street, Memphis, TN, (901)

726—6022 « Tuesday—Saturday, noon to 8

p.m. Provides opportunities for persons

affected by HIV/AIDS to manage the dis—

ease in a holistic manner, free of charge.

YWCA ENCORE, MedPlex, 880 Madison

Avenue, (901) 754—4356, Support group

for lesbians with breast cancer meets

every Wednesday from 10 a.m. to noon

SERIOUSLY SOBER OPEN AA MEET—

ING, (an open men & women‘s Alcoholics

Anonymous meeting), Meets each Friday

at 8 p.m. at Holy Trinity Community

Church, 515 South Highland Street,

(901) 324—9200

WHOLENESS

Pals]el al]

BUILDING BRIDGES INC., 2147 Henry

Hill Drive, Suite 206, Jackson, MS 39204,

(601) 922—0100. Education, prevention,

support group.

COMMUNITY SWITCHBOARD OF Ms

GAY/LESBIAN ALLIANCE, (601) 346—

4379, operated seven days a week, 24

hours a day. Information and referral on

GLBT issues and HIV/AIDS.

MS GAY/LESBIAN ALLIANCE, 5565

Robinson Road Ext., Suite Q, Jackson,

MS 39284, (601) 371—3019.

SOUTHERN AIDS COMMISSION, P.O.

Box 293, Greenville, MS 38702, (662)

 

334—3349, education and prevention.

SOUTHERN AIDS COMMISSION, 5565

Robinson Road Ext., Suite Q, Jackson,

MS 39284, (601) 371—3019, direct

HIV/AIDS services.

SPIRITUAL

Memphis, Tennessee

INTEGRITY MEMPHIS, 102 N. Second

Street, Memphis, TN 38103, (901) 525 6602,

People of all faiths and ideologies are wel—

come, Meets the 3rd Tuesday of every month

at 6:30 p.m. at Calvary Episcopal Church.

Dinner at 7 p.m., www.geocities.com/integri—

ty_memphis/main.html

LAMBDA CIRCLE, (901) 278—6786,

Open to all GLBT persons of faith to

join in an affirming time of prayer,

Bible study and discussion., Meets

the 2nd Tuesday of every month from

6:30 ‘to 8:30 ‘p.m. at ~First

Congregational Church, 1000 S.

Cooper Street.

SPIRITUAL

Other Locales

CAMP SISTER SPIRIT, P.O. Box 12,

Oveftt, MS 39464, Feminist education/cul—

tural/retreat center, www.campsisterspir—

it.com, email: sisterspir@aol.com

MCC OF THE RAINBOW, 5565

Robinson Rd. Ext., Ste. Q, Jackson, MS

39204, (601) 372—6644, Sunday Service

at 11:30 a.m.

POLITICAL

Tennessee

MEMPHIS FREETHOUGHT ALLIANCE, an

association of atheists, agnostics and secular

humanists, meets the third Sunday at the

Memphis Public Library, 3030 Poplar Ave.,

Room C, call Jim Maynard at (901) 327—2677,

email: memphisfreethought@yahoo.com,

www.geocities.com/memphisfreethought.

MEMPHIS LESBIAN & GAY COALITION

FOR JUSTICE, P.O. Box 241363,

Memphis, TN 38124, (901) 327—2677.

Email: migci@yahoo.com, website:

www.geocities.com/mlgej.

MEMPHIS LOG CABIN REPUBLICANS,

P.O. Box 770505, Memphis, TN 38177,

meets the third Sunday at 2 p.m. at the

MGLCC, 892 S. Cooper and meets the first

Wednesday at 7 p.m. at area restaurants,

groups.yahoo.com/group/MemphisLCR.

MEMPHIS STONEWALL DEMOCRATS,

meets the fourth Saturday at 2 p.m. at the

MGLCC, 892 S. Cooper, www.geoci—

See Rainbow Directory, page 78
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ties.com/mphsstonewallem, (901) 327—

2677, email: mphsstonewalldem

@yahoo.com

POLITICAL

Mississippi

EQUALITY MISSISSIPPI, P.O. Box 6021,

Jackson, MS 39288—6021, (601) 936

7673, you can send an email to:

EqualityMS@EqualityMS.org, website:

www.EqualityMS.org

SPORTS

Memphis, Tennessee

BLUFF CITYSPORTS ASSOCIATION,

P.O. Box 41803, Memphis, TN 38174

1803, (901) 461—0891, email: memphis—

gaysoftball@yahoo.com, Softball league

open to GLBT individuals, www.bluffci—

tysports.net

BROTHERS & SISTERS BOWLING

LEAGUE, Winchester Bowl,. 3703 S.

Mendenhall @ Winchester, (901) 722—

5236 or (901) 465—4371. Email: memphis—

gaybowlin@aol.com. This co—ed bowling

OTTOnmmmnv z (comma(]mt: 171 J

league meets every Sunday at 6 p.m.
FRONT RUNNERS MEMPHIS, Memphis‘s
first gay and lesbian running club, meets twice
a week, Info@FrontrunnersMemphis.org,
www.FrontrunnersMemphis.org.
PINK PISTOLS MEMPHIS, GLBT and gay—
friendly men and women who are dedicated to
the legal, safe and responsible use of firearms
for self—defense of the sexual—minority commu—
nity. Meets the fourth Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m.
at Range USA, 2770 (old) Whitten Road,
Memphis, TN. (901) 383—9110, email: mem—
p h is @ pink pis t o Is . o rg ,
www.pinkpistols.org/local/memphis.

WELLNESS
Memphis, Tennessee

DOCTORS
DR. DANIEL P. MARSHALL, M.D., gener—
al practioner, 515 North Highland, (901)
323—1200

OPTOMETRISTS
DRS. MICHAEL D. WEINBERG &
JASON DUNCAN at THE ECLECTIC

 

EYE, 242 South Cooper Street, (901) 276—
EYES (3937)

DENTISTS
WILLIAM N. CASTLE, DDS, general den—
tistry, 79 North Cooper Street, Memphis,
TN 38104. Call (901) 685—5008 for an
appointment.

If Your

Organization

Isn‘t Listed

Here, Give Us

a Call at

(901) 682—2669

MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST

COMPLETE ADULT

ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS

VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES — PREVIEW BOOTHS

BA NTA SY
wWwAREHOUSE"

FANTASY jWAREHOUSE® e» _/
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (East) $

791 N. White Station Road
(901) 683—9649
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Executive South (South)

1847 E. Brooks Road
Mini Theatre (Brooks Rd. Only) « (901) 345—0825
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Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
2532 N. Watkins — (901) 358—8642

NOW RENTING DVDs
Employment Opportunities Available

8) & checks accepted at #1 and #4 ONLY
OPEN Monday — Saturday, 8 a.m. to Midnight

Closed Sundays & Holidays
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Dacrack

Maint b (Mo ter ote (

629 MONROE AVE.

    

 

N DANCES

N MUSIC SHowcaseEs

W BUSINESS LUNCHEONS

® WEDDING RECEPTIONS

N PRIVATE PARTIES OF ALL FOR MORE INFORMATION: CLICK ON

KINDS ARE WELCOME! PREMIEREPALACE.COM OR CALL

® GROUPS FROM 30 To 300.

® REASONABLE RATES.

Ni SPECIAL CATERER RATES.

  

 

 

345 MADISON AVE.

ORJUST.ACOOL

PLACE,TOHANGOUT
 

  

 
MIKE TODD AT (901) 725—5625.

SOMETHING

EVENBIGGER?
WEGOMYOUICOVERED!

WE HAVE A FULLY FURNISHED EVENT ROOM WITH:
BJ STAGE WITH BACKSTAGE DRESSING AREA® PRO. SOUND/LIGHTING/AUDIO VISUAL SYSTEM® FULL SERVICE EVENT BAR
® TABLES & CHAIRS (TO SEAT MORE THAN 300 PEOPLE)®i ACCOMMODATES GROUPS oF UP to 700!

  

 

 
BAR SIDE OPEN TUES THRU SAT 4PM TO 3AM

APRIL SPECIALS
$2 Domestic Lone NECKsSs » $1 DRAFTS

* FREE POOL WITH PURCHASE ®
* UNESCORTED LADIES GET 1/2 PRICE AT THE BAR ®

MORE THAN 100 FREE PARKING SPACES!
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V6 Mustang GTPremlum
Convertible shown in

black with 40th
Anniversary

2004 Thunderbird v” ig .. ace Package
shown in Merlot C (n.. L ~ ©

’fi_fifl-hb‘_----fl-

iCouponGood ForNO—CHARGEl
LIEETIMEOIL&FILTER— |
W9§SW‘Iththe urchase

  &mio-lCLiter-t5299 Summer Avenue "UM >~amacca
(across from Garden Ridge) A name you know, people youtrust for more than 70 years!

At LEWIS FORD, we‘re all FAMILY!
Lewis Ford employees and AX&Z plan employees are ineligible
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